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fault coverage (structural test). In this thesis, a new platform is proposed to do online-structural test on NoC. Although NoC’s elements
has been tested after manufacturing and before being used in a SoC,
but when NoC is being used, after some time there is possibility that
some errors occur in the elements (e.g. router) of NoC and ruin their
functionality. The proposed platform, helps the system developers
with online detection and localization of the errors that may occur
in routers. Therefore, it increases NoC’s reliability. In this platform, the idle routers of NoC are being tested while the rest of the
routers are providing on-chip communication. For testing the router
the standard test architecture for testing embedded cores (Test-Access-Mechanism (TAM), wrapper, source
and sink)is used. In this architecture it is assumed that source and sink are given. The main contribution
of this project is to design the wrapper element in such a way that it can be used in the proposed onlinestructural test platform and reuse NoC as TAM. The limitation of the proposed method is that the number
of routers that can be tested at the same time without interrupting NoC’s normal functionality depends on
topology and size of the NoC. The major cost of this test methods, is related to the wrapper architecture.
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ue to recent progress in semiconductor technology, communication is becoming the major
source of expense in today’s chip design. Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a new paradigm for
solving the problem of complex communication on the chips. However, in order to NoC to
be efficient in providing complex on-chip communication, the designers should be assured about
its correct functionality. For this reason, an efficient test method should be developed for testing
the NoC. In order to test the NoC in an efficient way, the test method should be in a way that
does not degrade the performance of the NoC (with online test). Moreover it should test the
NoC with a high fault coverage (structural test). In this thesis, a new platform is proposed to
do online-structural test on NoC. Although NoC’s elements has been tested after manufacturing
and before being used in a SoC, but when NoC is being used, after some time there is possibility
that some errors occur in the elements (e.g. router) of NoC and ruin their functionality. The
proposed platform, helps the system developers with online detection and localization of the
errors that may occur in routers. Therefore, it increases NoC’s reliability. In this platform,
the idle routers of NoC are being tested while the rest of the routers are providing on-chip
communication. For testing the router the standard test architecture for testing embedded cores
(Test-Access-Mechanism (TAM), wrapper, source and sink)is used. In this architecture it is
assumed that source and sink are given. The main contribution of this project is to design the
wrapper element in such a way that it can be used in the proposed online-structural test platform
and reuse NoC as TAM. The limitation of the proposed method is that the number of routers
that can be tested at the same time without interrupting NoC’s normal functionality depends
on topology and size of the NoC. The major cost of this test methods, is related to the wrapper
architecture.
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1

Introduction

Today’s chip design industry witnesses some new challenges that in earlier times, it had
not to be worried about. These new challenges are basically due to technology downscaling. Transistors, the basic composing elements of chips, are decreasing in size and
increasing in number. This is demonstrated by the Moore’s law in 1965. The Moore’s
law states that every 18 month the number of transistors and thus hardware blocks doubles on the chip. Due to this incident the density of transistors and hardware blocks are
increasing on the chip exponentially. As a consequence , in today’s chip design, communication between on-chip cores is becoming more expensive than on-chip computation
[5]. In other words, providing an interconnect system for the chip is becoming more
costly than on-chip blocks. Therefore, the designers has proposed to exchange the conventional on-chip interconnect system (buses) with a new on-chip interconnect, named
as Network on Chips (NoC).
Special characteristics of NoC (such as scalability, being modular, flexibility, etc)
makes it a perfect choice for today’s on-chip communication. But, because of critical
responsibility of NoC in today’s chips, its testing becomes a crucial task.

1.1

Current router test methods and their shortcomings

In order to test NoC, its three main components (routers, network interfaces and links)
have to be tested. Since routers have a critical responsibility in NoC’s functionality, in
this thesis the focus is on router testing.
Routers of an NoC can be seen as on-chip cores. Therefore, the same style as that for
embedded core testing can be reused to test NoC routers. In order to test an embedded
core on the chip, a special test architecture should be used. This test architecture is
composed of test generator, test analyzer, a mechanism to transport test data to/from
the embedded core and a wrapper around the core-under-test. State of the art methods
for testing the routers of NoC use this test architecture for testing routers.
From different aspects of testing, testing NoC can be done either functional versus
structural or online versus offline.
Online testing a device makes it possible to test the device without interrupting its
normal functionality. Structural testing, gives us the opportunity to locate the exact
place of defect.
State of the art methods of NoC testing are using offline-structural or onlinefunctional testing. However, due to the critical responsibility of NoC and its special
characteristics, online-structural testing is a promising test method in NoC. Because,
in addition to being tested online and without interruption of on-chip connection, it is
possible to localize the faults for diagnosis.
1

2

1.2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Contribution of this project

In this project, it is determined why the online-structural test can be beneficial. A new
platform for online-structural test of routers in NoC is proposed. This allows testing
of the routers, while the NoC is performing its normal functionality. The normal functionality of the NoC is to transmit the data packets between the on-chip IP cores. The
purpose is to test the routers with the least impact on the normal functionality of the
NoC. In the final platform, concurrently when an application is running on the SoC and
NoC is providing connections between the on-chip cores, the routers of the NoC can also
be tested. It is assumed that network interfaces and links of the NoC has been tested
before and are fault-free.
For testing the routers in the proposed platform, they are considered as on-chip cores.
It consists of four basic elements namely test pattern generator, test response analyzer,
test access mechanism and a wrapper. The test generator (source) and test analyzer
(sink) are assumed to be available. In order to transport test data to/from routersunder-test, the NoC itself is being reused. The architecture that should wrap around
the router (wrapper), is the part that should be designed. The main contribution of this
work is to design a wrapper with specific characteristics that can be used in the proposed
platform for online-structural NoC test.
The target NoC in this project that the wrappers are designed for its routers, is
AEthereal NoC.

1.3

Outline of the report

The rest of the report is organized as follow. In chapter 2, the background information
on NoC design and testing methods is given. It is discussed why NoC is needed and why
it should be tested. Moreover the characteristics and architecture of NoC and different
methods of testing are given.
In chapter 3, the previous researches about the NoC testing are introduced. It discusses about researches on testing different parts of NoC (links, routers, network interfaces). Moreover methods used in NoC for making increasing its reliability are discussed.
Chapter 4 introduces the proposed method for online-structural testing of NoC. The
reason for online-structural test in NoC is explained. The requirements for realizing
this method of test is defined and finally the required works is formulated. The two
major requirements for this method are designing a wrapper for routers and a high-level
scheduler. In this project, the first one (designing the wrapper) is addressed.
In chapter 5, the implementation of the wrapper is explained and its simulation
results are discussed. Finally, last chapter gives the conclusions and state the related
subjects for future research.

NoC design and test

2

In today’s new technology, size of transistors is getting smaller in a way that make it
possible to integrate millions of transistors on a single chip. Integrated Circuits (IC) are
composed of a layer especially for placing transistors, and a number of layers that wires
are placed on them (known as metal layers). Wires connecting different layers together
are known as via. Local wires on the chip are thin and short; however we need to use
fat long wires for global communications.
In 1965, Gordon E. Moore observed that the number of transistors, which is efficiently
exploited in a single chip, is increasing exponentially (doubles almost per two years). The
effect of Moore’s law on chips is that from one process generation to the next, the number
of transistors increases and they get smaller and faster. In order to not degrade the chip
speed due to inter transistor connections, we should use the same number and size for
global wires as it was used in previous process generations. The problem with using
long wires is that they require buffers (inverters) for amplifying attenuated signal due
to physical effects, like resistance of wires. Thus, in addition to large number of wires
that should be used for connecting transistors in metal layers, buffers that are used for
amplifying waste an extra space also in transistor layer of IC. Therefore in today’s chip
design as computation is becoming cheaper, communication is getting more expensive
than computation. This issue necessitates communication-centric designs and focusing
on using a proper scheme for the on-chip interconnects in order to reduce the cost of
designs.
If we look at the problem of on-chip interconnection from a higher level point of view,
in a System on Chip (SoC) there are several Intellectual Property (IP) blocks connected
to each other. Different solutions of on-chip interconnections are: shared buses and
Network-on-Chip (NoC). Two IP cores (master and slave) can connect to each other
either by message passing (streaming data) or by reading and writing from a shared
memory. Connection between them is realized by request and response transactions
which takes place on IP ports and is transferred through the interconnect. Latency of
transactions depends on the level of concurrency that the interconnect can provide. Level
of concurrency is defined by whether transactions are splitting (request and response can
be split) or not, whether they are pipelined or not and whether connections are multi
layered (using threads or virtual channels).
Buses are old conventional methods with simple structures. They have the lowest
degree of concurrency. The connection between IP cores that are connected by bus by
transmitting transactions as message. If there are multiple transactions aiming to access
the bus, there must be an arbitration mechanism to choose between them. Therefore by
increasing number of IP cores on chip, the time for accessing the bus for each IP core
will increase [1].
Performance of on-chip interconnect is defined by minimum latency and maximum
3
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bandwidth (throughput) that interconnect can provide for connections between master
and slave. But, as explained buses do not have adequate performance in today’s complex
designs. NoC has the highest level of parallelism leading to smaller latency when number
of connections increase [18]. Therefore NoC solve problems of performance loss in buses
which is mainly due to delay in global wires and inefficient usage of them.
In this chapter NoC as a novel solution for connecting cores in SoC is explained.
The chapter is organized as follow. Section 1.1 demonstrates the concepts and the
importance of NoC. Section 1.2 addresses NoC’s characteristics. Section 4 illustrates
NoC’s architecture. Technology trends related to NoC which makes NoC testing crucial
and NoC testing are discussed in sections 5 and 6 respectively and last section conclude
the chapter.

2.1

Concept and Importance of NoC

In today’s designs, as the complexity of SoCs is growing rapidly, two major concerns of
manufacturers are time to market and the cost of the design. Time to market is the time
from designing a chip until it is ready to be sold in the market. The cost of each SoC
can be computed by equation given below:

Cost−per−chip =

manufacturing cost

+

design cost
number of sold chips

According to above equation, in order to decrease cost of SoC we can:
• Decrease cost of manufacturing. This is realted to technology which is being
used for implementing the chip.
• Increase number of chips sold. This is possible by having more flexible designs
like general purpose processors versus Aplication Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
and reusing them in multiple applications.
• Decrease chip design cost. It means we should design more efficiently by applying special trends as reusing blocks (IP cores) in design and similar trends that
are listed below.
In order to reduce the chip design cost, we can use number of methods as:
• Blocks reuse. It means design should be modular.
• Architecture reuse. This means that the way different components are connected to each other should be reused. It necessitates employing platform-based
designs.
• Scalable architectures. In scalable architectures number of blocks can be increased without changing the architecture.
• Abstraction. It is used in complex designs to hide the details of implementation
and handling the complexity by distributing the design in different layers of abstraction. Each layer has some special responsibilities which is part of the design
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process. But the layers do not interfere with each other and communicate only
through interfaces in between them. Abstraction results in minimizing the number
of elements on the chip. It also simplifies the interaction between the elements.
• Compositional architectures. This means different components(blocks) of the
design do not interfere with each other. In this way if a new block is added to the
design and we are sure about the correctness of its functionality, there is no need
to test and re-verify the block; because we know different blocks do not affect each
other. Therefore only testing the whole design (for assuring that blocks work well
together) is enough.
For having cost effective SoC we can exploit aforementioned trends in both on-chip
blocks (computation part of the chip) and on-chip connections (communication part of
the chip).
In today’s designs, in order to manage the complex SoCs, designers are trying to
reuse existing cores. In this way by having pre-generated IP cores (provided by core
providers) the SoC designers only have to deal with connecting the cores in an efficient
way [2]. Conventional on-chip interconnects (such as Amba bus and Silicon backplane)
can offer a limited amount of bandwidth. Moreover, they do not satisfy the performance
(latency and bandwidth) requirements of today’s complex on-chip communication [3].
More advanced solutions for interconnects are Multi-layer Amba busses and other similar solutions that can provide larger bandwidth for communicating between the cores.
However they can not offer the required scalability for cost effective communication
scheme [4][5]. For having a desirable on-chip interconnect in terms of cost, with all of
the mentioned trends, SoC designers are trying to replace design specific global on-chip
wiring with a general purpose on-chip interconnection network [4], referred to as NoC.
Open Systems Interconnection reference model (OSI)[6] is a standard (defined by
Communication Networks Community) for communication between computers when
they are networked. This standard partitions the communication problem in the networks into a number of smaller problems and group the problems. Each group of problems is solved in one section of OSI model, named as layer. In OSI model there are 7
layers (each layer and its functionality is explained in what follows). The so called layers
are isolated from each other and can interact to each other only by well-defined interfaces.
In NoC the same layered model (OSI model) is employed to solve the communication
problem between the cores that are networked in SoC.
In Figure 2.1 only three layers of OSI model in NoC are depicted to show the way
they interact to each other . As depicted in Figure 2.1, each layer may include one or
more protocol functions operating on data units at different levels of abstraction like
analog wave forms, bits (data word), packets and streams. As an example data unit in
link layer is data word; while in network layer packets are units of data. Protocols are
a set of control algorithms that are between identical pair of layers in the sender and
the receiver, e.g. between two link layers or between two network layers. The protocols
define how cores interact in order to satisfy both the communication and the performance
requirements [5] [7].
Figure 2.1 also shows that each layer offers service to its upper layer; while it receives
services from its lower layer, e.g. network layer gives service to transport layer and
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receives service from link layer.

Figure 2.1: Layers and protocols between layers [18]

Detail functioning of each of the 7 layers is given below; we start from the lowest
level of abstraction to the highest level:
• Physical layer. This layer is concerned about the lowest level details about the
data transmission. These details define signal voltage, timing, bus width and pulse
shape, and the synchronization of signals (because the IP cores may be in the
different clock domains).
• Data link layer. This layer is responsible for reliable data transfer over the physical link. Therefore it may have features like error detection and error correction
functions. Another key responsibility of this layer is arbitration.
• Network layer. This layer provides end to end connection between the routers
by defining routing information, which can be statically or dynamically defined.
However the topology of the routers is not evident yet.
• Transport layer. In this layer end-to-end connection between master and slave is
established and maintained as well as the topology. Flow control, ensuring message
ordering and packet segmentation and reassembly are other tasks of transport layer.
• Session layer. This layer adds state to end-to-end connections which are provided
in transport layer.
• Presentation layer. It Concerns with the representation of the data in different
forms of messages and converting them to each other.
• Application layer. This layer offers the highest level of abstraction of functioning of underlying layers to the system components. It performs communication
between the components.
By partitioning, the communication problem into layers we change the problem to
the more tractable and simpler problems. Therefore synthesis and validation of communication design will be also simplified. In this way abstraction for On-chip interconnect
design is granted.
NoCs have delivered advantages beyond conventional on-chip interconnect and are
suitable for high density SoC for future technology. By providing standard interfaces
which are compatible with existing protocols, NoC facilitates reusing of IP blocks and
increase modularity in SoC. Scalability of the system will also be possible by NoC scheme,
since adding or removing cores through the well-defined standard interfaces becomes an
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easy task. High capability of NoC for concurrent transmission of data, makes it possible
to extend the SoC by adding cores to it.
Compositional architecture also becomes possible due to one of the most important
characteristics of NoC which is Quality of Service (QoS). QoS is the amount of percentage
that a system can guarantee to give a specific service to its user. QoS is explained in
more detail in NoC characteristics section. One type of QoS is Guaranteed Service. By
having Guaranteed Service in communication part of SoC, it can be assured that the
behavior of computational components (IP cores) when they are communicating to each
other is the same as the time they are individual (not connected to each other). Hence by
connecting an IP core to other cores there is no need for re-verification of the whole SoC.
As a consequence the total cost and the time-to-market of the SoC design is decreased.

2.2

NoC Characteristics

Since NoC glues the IP blocks on SoC, it is seen like an IP block. Thus, in order to have
a cost-effective chip, NoC should have similar properties as the IP blocks. Moreover,
NoCs have some of the characteristics of off-chip networks. By using NoC, in addition
to making SoC modular, on-chip communication itself also becomes modular due to
the fact that communication functions in different layers can be reused in different onchip networks. Another advantage of using OSI reference model in NoC is that it is
scalable. Depending on the needs of system’s connection, necessary layers can be added
or unnecessary layers can be removed. If the connection does not need certain features,
the corresponding layer to that feature can be eliminated. On the other hand, on-chip
network differs in some characteristics from off-chip networks. These characteristics are
specific to NoC and are explained below [2]:
• Reliability and Quality of Service. Quality of Service (QoS) is defined as
”The degree of satisfaction of the user of the system”. When a system gives a
specific service to a user, QoS defines the percentage that the user can be sure
about receiving the expected service. QoS has different levels of providing the
wanted service. Levels of QoS are:
– Guaranteed Service (GS): In GS or GT services, hundred percent of times
the required service by the application is granted by the system.
– Best Effort (BE): The system may or may not provide the required service.
– Statistical service: The system provides the service a specific percentage of
times.
Considering NoC as a system, transferring packets in a limited time is the service
that NoC provides to communicate cores on SoC. Since SoCs are used mostly in
embedded systems that are usually real-time or safety-critical, QoS is essential in
the SoC designs. For example in NoC, the connections which require QoS, are
delivered before a maximum amount of latency. Another instance of service is
providing a required amount of bandwidth for a connection. Connection is the set
of links from source to destination that a packet travels through them.
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The most important level of QoS is GS, since it helps the system to be predictable
and robust. In NoC, GS for mentioned services (latency and bandwidth) can be
acheived by contention free routing (with or without TDM) or by packet switching
accompanied by proper arbitration scheme. If packet switching routing is exploited
GS deeply depends on arbitration schemes used. Contention free routing and
packet switching are routing schemes that will be explained in detail in the NoC
architecture section. As an example Ethereal [16] is an NoC which uses contention
free routing for providing GS for latency or bandwidth. However, MANGO NoC
uses packet switching with a specific arbitration scheme to provide latency and
bandwidth [17].
• Low area overhead and power consumption. Chip designers are trying to
make smaller and more power-efficient designs to be used in different applications
including portable devices. Therefore area overhead and power consumption are
major concerns in on-chip designs. In on-chip networks conversely to off-chip networks, designers should be careful with number and size of buffers that are used.
However, as a result of small buffers, the probability of buffer overflow increases.
For solving buffer overflow problems, different schemes of flow control can be emplyed. But these schemes should not have a large overhead in terms of power and
area. Furthermore, NoCs require fast and simple arbitration schemes to satisfy the
latency-constraint applications. The arbitration schemes should also be efficient in
terms of area and power.
• High performance. Besides necessity of decreasing chip area and power consumption, on-chip schemes should be much more faster than off-chip counterparts.
Performance in NoC is defined as the ability of NoC to provide low latency and
enough bandwidth (throughput) for the data transmission. High performance data
transmission in NoC is acheived by QoS features.
• Signal integrity. Opposite to inter-computer networks that have long transmission lines, NoC does not contain long wires compared to its off-chip counterpart.
Therefore crosstalk effects that are related to long wires significantly decrease in
NoC. Another difference is that in NoC the number of wires that connect routers
are much more than inter-computer networks, since they are short and relatively
cheaper. Therefore, it is not crucial to be provident in using wires.
• Predictability. Another important feature of NoC in comparison with dedicated
wires in buses and switches is having predictable electrical parameters. This feature
is due to its regular structure. Having regular structure, in turn enables high
performance circuits and improves duty factor of wires [4]. Increasing duty factor
of wires, means making more use of wires and decreasing the amount of time that
they are idle.
• Work conservatism. It means that sources of system should not be wasted and
the user should get the most use of them. For example the amount of time that
lines are idle should be decreased, or the bandwidth should not be wasted (When
a connection does not have any packet to be sent it should not occupy a portion of
bandwidth). Special trends is applied in NoCs such as MANGO [17] and Ethereal
[16] to be work conservative.
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Special characteristic of NoC (which is similar also in off-chip networks) compared
to buses, is packet based communication. It means that data is sent in standard packets.
Structure of the packets is characterized by each NoC. Messages that come from cores to
transfer through NoC will be segmented to segments as packets. Each packet consists of
a number of flits (which is the unit of data transfer in NoC) and has a header flit which
contains the routing information of the packet.

2.3

NoC Architecture

NoC architecture is composed of routers, Network Interfaces (NI) and links. Links
connect the routers together and also the routers to the NIs. Network interfaces are
placed between a router and an IP core and is used as a mediator between IP cores and
the interconnect network. Routers are responsible for routing data units of transmission
from source to destination. Figure 2.2 shows the general architecture of NoC.

Figure 2.2: General architecture of NoC

Below there is explanation about each of the network components, but first the format
of data being transferred in NoC (packet) is explained.

2.3.1

Packet format in NoC

When two IP cores want to communicate (master and slave pair), there will be request
and response transactions between them. Each transaction between master IP core and
slave IP core contains a message.
Message that is being transfered by the NoC should have a special format. This
format is the packet format. Each packet is composed of smaller data transfer units
named as flits. Flits are the smallest possible units that can be transferred between hops
in the path in NoC [30]. Flits, are composed of actual physical words named as phit.
Each phit is the actual physical data units that construct the packets. When a packet
is being transferred, it will be transferred phit by phit.
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The first flit of the packet is the header flit.The header flit has the control information
like the path to destination, the type of packet (BE or GS).

2.3.2

Links in NoC

Links in NoC are used to transmit packets or flits between routers. The major problem
with links is the long wires which are becoming main source of delay with progressing
technology; as a consequence it causes increasing link access time. For resolving such a
problem, NoC pipelines long wires in interconnects by partitioning the wires into number
of segments depending on communication requirements [9]. In the pipelined links the
longest delay in the pipeline segments determines the clock latency. The total delay of
the link would be the number of pipeline segments multiplied by clock latency. In this
way, the number of transmitted packets (throughput) via a link in a specified time (equal
to clock cycle time) will be increased. However total delay that each packet or flit is
facing with is not decreased but maybe even increased. This is due to the fact that the
latency of each segment will be the largest latency among all of pipeline segments.

2.3.3

Routers

Routers or Switches consist of a combinational circuit for routing packets (refered to as
Routing Logic Block (RLB)) and input/output ports. RLB connects the input ports to
the proper output ports. Depending on the routing scheme, routers may or may not
have buffers. Figure 2.3 depicts block diagram of a router containing buffers.

Figure 2.3: Router architecture containing buffers [10]
Routing schemes are:
• Contention free routing. This routing scheme is based on buffer-less routing
(There is no buffer inside the router architecture). It is accomplished by either
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circuit switching or by time division circuit switching. In circuit switching, the
links are reserved for a special connection from the source to the destination. In
time division circuit switching, the time to access the shared link can be divided
into slots between different connections and in each time slot the link is reserved
for a special connection.
• Packet switching. In packet switching, since links are not reserved for connections and we do not know the arrival time of packets (or flits), there would exist a
contention for accessing the shared resources (link or buffers). For overcoming the
problem of contention there is a need for arbitration schemes between contending
connections. The arbitration scheme defines which connection is eligible to access
to the link and which connection should wait to access the link. Therefore, there
should exist a buffering scheme for storing packets (or flits) of connections which
loose in the arbitration and should wait. Buffers can be placed at the input ports
(input buffering) or at the output ports.
There can exist different types of buffering schemes in the router. Input buffering is
cheaper; however it suffers from head-of-line blocking [18] which causes performance loss.
Output buffering is more expensive but provides better performance. In some routers
each port consists of a number of virtual channels. For output buffering, each virtual
channel has its own buffers; this leads to increasing cost in output buffering. It is also
possible to have both the input and the output buffering.
Depending on the communication requirements different types of flow control can be
exploited in the packet switching routing. The type of flow control determines the unit
of data transmission in NoC [9]. Therefore the amount of required buffer in the router
will be also determined. They explained below:
• Store and Forward (SAF). In this method of flow control packets are the units
of data transmission between the routers. A packet is sent to the next router when
there is enough space in the next router to accept an entire packet. The latency of
data unit transmission is equal to the packet transmission and buffer sizes should
be at least equal to the packet size [9].
• Virtual Cut Through (VCT). Although in VCT data transmission starts when
ever there is enough space in the buffers of the next router for complete packet
size, unit of data transmission is flit. This causes to have less latency (equal to
transmission of flit) than SAF; while having the same size of buffers as SAF [9].
• Wormhole. Here flits are units of data transmission and condition for allowing
the data transmission is that there is enough space in the next storing buffer for one
flit. Thus the transmission latency is low as well as the size of buffers. However
if there is not enough space for one of the flits of the packet, the following flits
also can not transmit and stay in their current buffers. This causes the packet to
spread in different routers. As a consequence wormhole routing is more sensitive
to deadlocks [9].
• Virtual Channel (VC). VC is like wormhole; however here each physical link
consists of a number of independently buffered virtual channels. Therefore if one
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of the virtual channels is blocked by a flit of a packet, the other packets can be
transmitted through other virtual channels and possibility of deadlock is decreased.
But it is more expensive than other flow control methods.

2.3.4

Network interface (NI)

Network interfaces are between computational cores (IP cores) and communication fabric
(NoC). Main responsibility of them is to decouple communication part of SoC from
computational cores on the chip. This helps designers to optimize communication and
computation parts independently [9]. In fact NI implements features in transport layer
like end-to-end flow control (which matches sender and receiver rates) and error control.
Features done for decoupling communication and computation are:
• Converting messages that are produced by core transactions to packets that are
data units in NoC and vice versa.
• Protocol conversion.
• Clock domain crossing.
NI can have a layered architecture like the one in Ethereal NoC [15]; see Figure 2.4.
Layered NI is composed of a kernal and a shell, which makes the interface more modular
and distributes responsibilities between two segments.
The first segment; kernel is between the shell and the routers and is responsible for:
• Packetizing and de-packetizing. The conversion of messages to packets is
packetizing. On the other hand, the conversion of packets to messages is depacketizing.
• Packet insertion to NoC. NI kernel send packets to the first router of the path
from source to destination.
• Qos checking. NI kernel assures that each connection will receive the QoS that
it supposed to receive.
• End-to-end flow control. NI kernel, is responsible for checking if there is enough
space in the remote NI. If there is enough space, then it will send the packet (flit).
The second segment; shell is placed between the kernel and the standard ports
(that are between IP cores and NIs). The shell is responsible for the items listed
below:
–
–
–
–

Buffering.
Conversion between clock domains.
Conversion between data widths.
Supporting different types of connections. There are more types of connections rather than peer-to-peer connections (like narrowcast and multicast
connections).

In the layered version of NI, the shell is implementing the functions in the transport
layer and the kernel is implementing the functions in the network layer.
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Figure 2.4: Layered architecture of network interface [15]

2.3.5

Buffer management in NoC

If the routing in NoC is buffered routing, before sending data to the routers, there is
a need to control if there is enough space in the buffers of the routers or not. This is
called link-level flow control. In link-level flow control, each router should be assured
that there is enough space in the next router of the path and then the data will be sent
to the next router.
Between the sender NI and the receiver NI, there should exist end-to-end flow control.
In end-to-end flow control the sender NI controls the amount of available space in the
receiver NI. If there is enough space in the receiver NI to receive one unit of data 1 the
sender NI will send the data.

2.3.6

Topology

The way routers are connected to each other is defined by network’s topology. Network’
s topology is an important issue in NoC, since it has significant effect on efficiency of
on-chip resource (link) usage. The NoC topology also affects the control of physical
issues (electrical parameters). In regular topologies (like mesh) there is a better control
on electrical parameters and noise sources (like crosstalk) but it may suffer from underutilization of links and localized congestion. However in irregular topologies there are
less control on physical issues, instead it is more efficient in resource usage [9]. Different
topologies for NoCs trade off between various characteristics of NoC such as performance,
reliability (QoS), work conservatism, power dissipation and silicon area [10]. Topologies
for NoC can be regular like Mesh [11], Butterfly fat-tree [12] and Octagon [13] as shown
1

The unit of data is determined by the type of flow control, e.g SAF, wormhole, VCT or VC.
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in Figure 2.5a and 2.5b and 2.5c, or it can be a irregular application-specific NoC [14],
depicted in Figure 2.5d .

Figure 2.5: NoC regular and irregular topologies [10]: Mesh-based(a), Butterfly fattree(b), Octagon(c), Irregular application-specific(d)

2.4

Technology trends related to NoC

As the technology scales down, ICs are getting smaller and smaller, chips are becoming faster, cheaper and more power-efficient. On the other hand technology downsizing
brings a set of new problems related to reliability and error-free functioning of on-chip
elements. Recently, SoC designers by increasing the operating frequency and the transistor density on the chips, are able to build faster and smaller chips. However with
increasing the frequency and the density on the chips, more energy will be consumed
which leads to undesirable increasing of on-chip heat. In order to compensate for this
incident they reduced the on-chip voltage. However it should be noticed that another
main reason of power dissipation in SoCs is related to leakage. For fixing this problem
Dynamic Power Management techniques should be employed [18].
All of these new trends (decreasing sizes, decreasing on-chip voltage and increasing
frequency) used in SoCs makes the design more sensitive to the internal and the external
noise resources (which are the reasons for malfunctioning of the system).
Sources of errors in SoC’ s cores and its interconnects can have different roots from
the process technology to the design style [18]. They are discussed next.
• Process variation. The designers design the chips based on known parameters
like length of the channels or their thickness. However, after manufacturing the
design, these parameters may have slightly different values than it was expected.
By moving toward nano-scales, these small variations can have more effect on
design, like producing delay faults.
• Process technology resources. Process variations and defects during manufacturing can cause crosstalk defects in SoC interconnects. Signal integrity can
cause significant defects in proper functioning of SoC’s interconnects[19] [20]. Signal integrity is mainly due to cross-coupling capacitance and mutual inductance.
Cross-coupling capacitance and mutual inductance is because of interaction between two parallel interconnect lines. Figure 2.6 shows circuit model of two adjacent interconnects, their distributed values of each line (capacitances, resistances
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and inductances), the cross-coupled capacitance between two lines and mutual inductance between them.

Figure 2.6: Circuit model of adjacent interconnects [20]

In sizes of sub-micron processes, resistance and capacitance of line, load capacitances (CL ) and driver resistance (Ro n) are the factors that determine the behavior
of circuit. However in deep sub-micron sizes, this is the cross-coupled capacitance
(Cc ), line inductances and Mutual inductance (M1 2) which defines the behavior of
circuit and is responsible for generated noises [20]. Increasing these factors that are
responsible for crosstalk and signal integrity is due to a number of physical origins
like decreasing space between lines, increasing height to width ratio of each interconnect and increasing density. In [21] the authors, by comparing CMOS 0.7m m
and CMOS 0.18m m technologies, show how scaling down technology is affecting
density in a chip and therefore signal integrity. In CMOS 0.7m m there are two
metal layers and the silicon surface is 40*60 mm; while in 0.18m m CMOS number
of metal layers has grown to six layers and the silicon surface has diminished to
10*5 mm. Hence, it is obvious that by downsizing technology the density on the
chips increases.
As it can be observed, there are several conditions leading to crosstalk. Therefore for facilitating crosstalk analyzing, Maximal Aggressor Fault (MAF) model is
used to model crosstalk [19] [20] [22]. In MAF model, we consider all lines to be
aggressor which are affecting only one line which is victim. Cross-coupled capacitance can cause three basic signal abnormalities which are depicted in Figure 2.7.
When all aggressors are switching from logic high to logic low or vice versa and
the victim line is stable, coupling capacitance will transfer energy to the stable line
and an unwanted glitch (positive or negative) will be produced on the victim line.
Moreover when victim is switching logic (high to low or in reverse) and all aggressors are changing in opposite direction, they affect the victim signal by increasing
its transition time, leading to falling delay or rising delay in the victim line [19]
[20]. Crosstalk effects can also cause unwanted speed up in wires, that is when all
agressors and the vistim are changing logic in the same direction.
Besides when inductance is combined by other elements in circuit, it produces
damped voltage oscillation which can cause long-range noise. However, the effect
of inductance noise can be approximated by effect of cross-coupling capacitance
noise in many cases [19].
We can reduce crosstalk effects by analyzing responsible factors for crosstalk dur-
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Figure 2.7: Crosstalk errors in MAF model [19]

ing design; however process variations and defects that may happen during manufacturing may also affect cross-coupling capacitance which is the main source of
crosstalk and delay defects [19] [20]. As an example of manufacturing defects in [20],
they analyze the way that a floating net can increase cross-coupling capacitance
between two adjacent lines. In Figure 2.8 if Y3 becomes floating in manufacturing
phase, Y1/Y3 capacitance and Y2/Y3 capacitances become coupled and increase
cross-coupling capacitance between Y1 and Y2.

Figure 2.8: Effect of floating conductor on cross-coupled capacitance [20]

• Environmental resources. Instances of errors that can be stimulated by the
environmental resources are Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). EMI takes place
due to external sources of noise. With reduction of the voltage swing for compensating power consumption EMI can cause more defects on chips.
Soft errors are the most popular effects of radiation in the ground applications.
When a soft error occurs it causes a data bit corruption until the time that it is
overwritten again with a new data [23]. Soft errors are result of environmental
resources like radiation. Main radiation reasons that cause soft errors are alpha
particles, high energy neutrons and also low energy cosmic neutrons. Each of them
is consequence of some radioactive isotopes (that exist in packaging material) or interaction of cosmic ray with earth atmosphere [23]. Alpha particles are electrically
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charged and create a track of electron hole pair when they pass through the IC.
If a sensitive node (like reverse-biased junctions) is close to this track, it collects
the generated charge that causes a transient current pulse on the sensitive node
[23,24]. On the other hand, neutrons are electrically neutral and can not create an
electron hole track directly. But they interact with material elements that exist
in substrate and produce electrically charged secondary particles that may cause
track of electron hole on the IC [24].
The transient current is like a pulse, depending on which type of node it is produced,
it can cause two types of soft errors. First, if the node is a latch, flip-flop, register
or any kind of memory cell (like buffers), the undesirable pulse may turn over the
content of the cell. This causes an error called Single-Event Upset (SEU) [23,24].
Figure 2.9 depicts the effect of SEU in a memory bit. Second, if the node is a
combinational logic node, the current pulse converts to a voltage pulse which is
called Single-Event Transient (SET). The unwanted voltage pulse on logic node can
propagate through one or more path, if the inputs of the gates composing the path
have non-controlling values (controlling value for NAND gate is a 0 and for NOR
gate is a 1, that blocks the propagation of voltage pulse) [24]. The SET can also
affect the memory cells if the propagated pulse reaches to a latch or flip-flop and it
overlaps with a clock event. It reverses state of the latch or the flip-flop. Another
issue that may prevent pulse propagation is when the pulse width is smaller than
the gate transition time.
SEU is the main reason of data corruption in memory cells because as mentioned
above, occurrence of SET depends on a number of conditions. However with increasing operational frequency SET is also becoming a threat for data corruption
in memory cells.

Figure 2.9: Illustration of the SEU effect in a memory cell [22]

• Operation mode reasons. Considering design requirements such as the high
speed and low power circuits, designers may increase the operating frequency of
chip or decrease operational voltage of chip. Both can cause more defects on the
chip.
• Design style reasons. As mentioned in first section, employing abstraction in
layered approach of on-chip communication helps designers to deal with increasing
complexity of SoCs and especially SoC ’s complex interconnects. But, by using abstraction and hiding implementation details of the design, designers can no longer
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have control on such details. This leads to increasing variability of electrical parameters [18]. In other words by abstracting details of lower levels of design (such
as physical and electrical details in physical layer), there is no control on these details. Different events such as temperature variations may affect lower level detail’s
functionality and make them variable. Increasing variability in lower level details
makes the system non-deterministic. In non-deterministic systems, we can not expect the events to be the same as the way that we predict them to be Therefore,
we should test for defects that are possible to happen due to non-determinism of
system.
Errors originating from different sources are independent of each other and can take
place in a circuit at the same time. Thus, they can double the effect of errors in a design
or it is also possible to compensate the effect of each other. But it is a rare case that they
neutralize each other. As an instance in NoC, different elements are victims of different
sources of errors. As an example, wires between routers are subjected to crosstalk and
signal integrity errors, while buffers in routers are involved with SEU errors.
In [22], it is claimed that crosstalk and radiation are essential reasons for errors and
if they occur together at the same time in NoC they can cause crucial problems. For
proving their claim they have developed and simulated a fault injection system based
on crosstalk and SEU fault models to see the resulted fault effect. The fault injection
system is composed of a MAF model and SEU fault model. The MAF model produces
glitches or delay faults in a NoC link that connects two routers. SEU fault model forms
an undesirable bit-flip in bits of buffers placed in routers. They show that by different
combinations of these two errors occurring in different times and different parts, different
fault effects can happen. Some of the observed fault effects are wrong packet routing,
packet starvation from routing, packets being overwritten, changing packet payload or
framing signals and router crash (which is a permanent defect and needs hardware reset).

2.5

NoC and Testing

Three steps to test the whole SoC are [10]:
1. Testing NoC infrastructure. Testing NoC infrastructure consists of testing
elements of NoC; links, routers and NIs.
2. Testing IP cores. This includes testing functional blocks (Processors or Modules
like MPEG or PCI) and storage blocks (Memory). Sometimes, the NI that is
attached to an IP core, can be tested with the IP core at the same time.
3. Testing the whole integrated circuit. In this step the interaction between IP
cores and the interconnect will be tested. It is worthy to mention that the NI blocks
can be tested either with testing the functional blocks or with testing the NoC.
An interesting issue about NoC is that it can be used for testing IP cores existing
on a SoC through the NoC and testing the NoC infrastructure itself. However, in
order to use NoC as a tool for testing other cores on the chip we should first test
the NoC and be assured that each of the components in NoC are error free [2].
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As it is explained earlier, today’s chip design is becoming communication-centric.
This means a faulty NoC leads to destroy the whole SoC and if NoC fails in testing
there is no need to test the rest of system. Therefore, by testing the NoC first, the
test time and test cost can be reduced[2]. Moreover NoC may be used in testing
the IP cores. Thus the order that three steps of testing the SoC should take place
is: testing NoC, testing computational on-chip cores and at last testing the whole
integrated circuit. More information about each phase of test is given below.

2.5.1

Testing NoC infrastructure

Although NoC is a new feature given as solution for today’s on-chip problems, in
order to practically be useful, problems related to its testing and verification should
be solved .On behalf of structural testing of NoC three main elements should be
tested; routers (switches), NIs and links.
The order of testing these elements is also important; links have to be tested prior
to switches since inter-switch links are responsible for transferring data between
switches. Therefore testing links is the first step for insuring correct functionality
of NoC. Moreover in some design methodologies the NoC infrastructure is reused
for testing NoC’s routers. It is reused for transferring test data to the routers under
test. In such cases, links are the basic elements for transferring test data, therefore
we should first guarantee proper working of these wires and then use them as test
media.
One important characteristic of NoC testing is that due to regular structure of
NoC that uses identical elements (switches and links), only three types of test data
is necessary; test data to test all switch blocks, test data to test NIs and another
test data is used to test all inter-router links. If NoC infrastructure is reused to
transport test data, we can take advantage of parallel data transmission in NoC.
Therefore one type of test stimuli can be broadcast in parallel to a number of
identical elements (e.g. a number of routers). this feature leads to reduction of
test time.
It can be seen that in routers we need to test two parts; The combinational logic
part used for routing data (RLB) and the buffers. Although testing combinational
logic part is not a complicated issue and can be done by traditional methods of
testing like scan and BIST [10], testing of buffers in switches is not a straightforward
task. The main reason for difficulty in buffer testing in NoC is that they are small
and distributed all over the chip. Therefore, if we want to employ the traditional
BIST method (which is one BIST architecture per buffer), it leads to a large area
overhead which is not a desirable fact for today’s design [10]. Thus new features
like embedded distributed BIST structures are needed for testing buffers.
Considering the above mentioned facts about NoC testing, one of the major challenges of NoC testing is to prepare proper test patterns for stimulating faults. Each
test stimuli should cover faults that are possible to happen to the element under
test. For this reason proper fault models should be exploited. for example gener-
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ated test data for wires should cover crosstalk faults that are main source of error
in wires and use MAF model for this purpose.
One of the most necessary test patterns that should be developed for NoC links
and NIs, is timing tests. This is due to two main reasons [2]. First, recently
NoC is being used in Globally Synchronous Locally Asynchronous (GALS) systems.
In GALS systems it is allowed to integrate independent cores that operate at
different frequencies. Therefore, different clock domains should be synchronized
asynchronously [8]. Thus all NoC components (such as NIs) are responsible for
synchronization of different clock domains together. Second, since NoC is spread
all over the chip, in large scale SoCs, there are relatively long wires in scales of
on-chip wires. Therefore they are more in danger of delay faults due to crosstalk
effects.

2.5.2

Testing IP cores in SoC

The most important feature of SoC is to make it possible core reuse which leads
to reducing time to market. However if this feature only limits to core design,
core testing becomes a bottleneck. Hence core tests should also be reused in order
to increase efficiency and reduce time to market. By development of SoC design,
core providers are responsible to design core and give them to SoC integrators.
Since these cores are given as encrypted IP cores, the system integrator does not
have any knowledge about the detailed implementation of the cores. This issue,
makes it impossible for system integrators to develop proper test methodologies to
test the corresponding cores. Consequently, core providers took the responsibility
for providing a pre-generated set of test patterns for each core that they give to
the system integrator. In this way the system integrators only have to apply the
pre-generated test patterns to the cores and then observe the responses.
Since the cores on SoC are deeply embedded, accessing to their terminals from I/O
pins and applying test data to their terminals and observing their output is not a
straightforward task. For solving this problem, there should be a special hardware
for transferring test data from I/O pins of chip to core terminals. This hardware
is called Test Access Mechanism (TAM).
Other necessary issues for testing on-chip embedded cores are a mechanism for
isolating the core under test from its surrounding cores (because during testing a
core it may damage its surrounding cores). This mechanism should also switch the
core-mode between functional and test modes. Therefore, the test functions such
as Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) or scan chain functions can be activated during test
mode and deactivated during functional mode [25]. This two last mechanisms can
be realized by a dedicated on-chip hardware which surrounds around each core,
named as wrapper.
Since different types of cores can exist on SoC, there should be a standard between
core providers for test data generation. Test Technology Technical Council (TTTC)
of IEEE has established this standard which is IEEE P1500 [2][25]. IEEE P1500
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uniforms the generated test data by the core providers and also facilitates testing
embedded cores. It has two major parts;
• Core Test language (CTL).: This is for standardizing the transferring of
test data.
• Scalable wrapper architecture. This architecture standardizes the wrapper and the wrapper port to TAM.
Figure 2.10 depicts the structure of applying test data to the the embedded cores
in IEEE P1500.

Figure 2.10: Schematic view of applying test to embedded cores in IEEE P1500 [2]

TAM can be realized by having a dedicated hardware for it or the on-chip interconnect can be re-used in the role of a TAM. NoC which is the new paradigm
of on-chip interconnection can also be re-used for this task [26]. By reusing NoC
as TAM, test data should be formed in packets to transfer through the NoC (as
mentioned earlier NoC is packet-based). The key advantage of this type of TAM
is concurrent transferring of test data to different cores under test. This leads to
reduction of test time. It is also advantageous in terms of cost, since there is no
need for extra hardware for dedicated TAM. On the other hand concurrent transmission of test data has a downside which is an excessive power dissipation [10].
Therefore, proper utilization of test parallelization should be done by trading off
between power consumption and test time.

2.5.3

Testing the whole integrated circuit

Testing on-chip communication structure and on-chip computation cores separately
is not enough to be sure about the correct functioning of whole system. Thus, interaction between different computation cores and on-chip interconnect should also
be functionally tested. Major issues to be tested for this part is I/O functionality
of each processing core and functionality of routers [10].

2.6

Categorizing methods of embedded core testing

Generally, we can categories methods of testing by two aspects. First, is that
testing can be functional or structural. Second, is that testing can be done offline
versus online. These aspects of testing are explained below.
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2.6.1

Functional versus Structural

In order to give define what is functional and structural test, first some definitions
should be explained; Defect, Fault and Fault Model.
Definition 1. Defect is the difference that happens between the design and the
actual implementation of the design [27]. It means that designers expect the implementation of the design to work exactly like the actual design but due to some
reasons the implementation may be act different. For example, it may have short
between links that is not wanted or other kinds of defects.
Definition 2. Fault is the effect of the defect on the system. It can be defined as
faulty output signal of the defective system [27].
Definition 3.Fault models are abstract representations of defects and can be in
different levels of abstraction. Figure 2.11 shows different levels of abstraction that
a fault model can be presented which are fault models at layout level, electrical
level, logical level, functional level and behavioral level.
The number of defects that may happen is too many they may cause number
of different faults that are not easily analyzable. Therefore, for facilitating the
analysis of faults and finding the defects (which are the source of faults), fault
models are used.

Figure 2.11: Fault models in different levels of abstraction [27]

The simplest example of fault models is the Stuck-at fault model which represents
short or open defects. Other important fault models are MAF (which represents
crosstalk defects), SEU and STU . Each of the MAF, SEU and STU fault models is
being used in special parts of NoC, depending on what kind of errors can occur in
each part. We will explain more details about each fault model in the corresponding
section of NoC testing.
Depending on the level of abstraction of the fault model which is being used by
the testing method, we can classify the testing method to structural and functional
testing.
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Functional testing

Functional testing is a comprehensive testing which tests if the Device-Under-Test
(DUT) can behave as it is expected to behave. It can be done in two different
ways:
(a) Applying functional test vectors. By applying functional vectors to the
DUT and comparing the response outputs to the expected output. As an
example, in a 4-input AND gate, all combinations of the inputs (which will
be (24 = 16)) should be applied at the inputs and the response of the AND
gate to all of these combinations has to be checked with the expected answer.
For this kind of functional test, there should be an Automatic Test Equipment
(ATE) to produce a large number of functional test vectors. Another important characteristics of this method is that the quality of test (fault coverage)
is dependent to the number of functional test vectors applied to the DUT. As
an example, for a DUT that is not a critical part of a system the required test
fault coverage is smaller than a DUT which has a essential role in the system.
Therefore the number of functional test vectors need to test a DUT and thus
the cost of functional testing of a non-critical device in system is less than a
critical device in the system.
(b) Using hardware redundancy. Functional testing can also be done by using
hardware redundancy in the design. In this method, the results of the DUT
and the redundant module that is added for test reason will be compared. This
method of functional testing does not need costs related to ATE machine to
produce functional test vectors for DUT, but it has costs related to hardware
redundancy. This cost can be reduced by using more elaborate techniques
in redundancy like information redundancy. For information redundancy different kinds of error-detecting coding can be used, e.g. arithmetic coding,
parity coding and etc. Error-detecting codes also have hardware redundancy
which is due to the addition of extra bits for storing check bits. However, the
hardware overhead related to error-detecting codes is in the extent of some
extra bits and is not much. This kind of functional test is in the range of
online testing methods and fault tolerance systems.
2.6.1.2

Structural testing.

Structural testing is testing the structure of the device-under-test by using lower
levels of fault models. For example, structural testing of the same AND gate
(mentioned above) tests all the input lines and the output line for stuck-at faults.
Therefore the total number of test patterns that should be applied to the gate is
10 test patterns. If the tests were applied to an AND gate with larger number of
inputs or more complex logic, the difference between the number of patterns to be
applied in functional testing and structural testing was significant.
Structural testing itself can be divided into two classes [28]; static structural test
and at-speed structural test. Static structural testing addresses only static faults
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like stuck-at faults. However with downscaling of technology dynamic faults such
as delay faults are becoming more and more important. Dynamic faults can be
detected only through at-speed structural tests.
The simplest way to do structural test is to use Boundary Scan (BS) test. BS
enables static structural test. By using BS test, scan chains provide a delivery
mechanism for transferring test data from boundary of the chip to devices under
test. The fault coverage of structural test depends on the test pattern that is
applied and the ability of these test patterns to stimulate possible errors in the
device-under-test. In at-speed structural test, two-vector test patterns are needed
to apply transition to the device-under-test and then capture the responses to
the transitions in a certain amount of time [28]. For enabling at-speed structural
test, we should extend the BS test with a BIST method to apply these two-vector
patterns. By employing BIST method accompanied with scan design, the need to
ATE to provide proper test pattern at clock rate is eliminated [29].
2.6.1.3

Comparison between functional and structural test

Functional testing is the superset of both static and at-speed structural testing
[28]. This means, wherever structural testing is used functional testing can also
be used (but it should be assured that functional testing that uses test vectors for
testing has enough memory for storing patterns.). Therefore, Functional testing is
more comprehensive and covers both static and dynamic faults.
On the other hand it should be noticed that functional testing is expensive and
time consuming. To achieve a high level of fault coverage, the cost (related to
producing test vectors) and test time of structural test is less than functional
test. In today’s at-speed functional test, which uses test vectors, ATE cost is a
major concern that may make the test of a device more expensive than its design
[29]. Besides, since functional test vectors are extracted from system simulation,
functional test increases the time-to-market [29]. Another problem of functional
test is that, although it has high fault coverage, but it can only detect the fault
and it can not provide any information on the location that fault that has been
occurred. This means it can not diagnose the fault.
It is efficient to try to limit the use of functional test and wherever is possible
to use structural test. In [29] it is shown that number of faults can be detected
only by special functional tests, therefore for detection of those there is no remedy
rather than functional test. When replacing structural testing instead of functional
testing, it is extremely important that the structural test has enough fault coverage.

2.6.2

Online versus Offline testing

Offline testing refers to testing the chips when they are not in the application
yet (e.g. they are still on the wafer or they are packaged but not in a system.)
Online testing is the test of chips when they are in the application. We can further
divide the online testing into two sub-classes. First sub-class is when the device
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that is in application is being tested, we stop normal operation of the device and
convert to test mode. Hence, in this sub-class, the device is either in operational
mode which does its normal job or is in test mode which is being exclusively tested.
Second sub-class is when the device is being tested it is in the application at the
same time. In the second sub-class, we do not switch between operational mode and
test mode. Therefore, testing the device is done concurrently with the time that
the device is doing its normal operation. In the latter sub-class, the device does
not stop its normal operation for being tested, therefore the test time is expected
to decrease compared to the former sub-class.
In today’s technology, designers are trying to design critical parts of the design in
a way that they are more robust against faults. In other words the designs are
becoming fault tolerant. For fault tolerant devices a solution that can be provided
is having back up. If an error happened in some critical parts the back up can
operate and prevents the whole system to fail. Drawback of this conventional
solution is the increasing cost of the system. Another solution for making a system
fault tolerant is that while system is operating, we detect and correct the errors. It
should be noticed that for this solution being cost-effective, we should detect the
exact location of failure. Thus, we spend extra effort to repair only the defected
part.
Due to the above mentioned about the functional and the structural test, one
can conclude that structural testing is more promising. Because it can define
exactly which part of device-under-test is faulty. On the other hand, in order to
not degrade the performance of the system (increasing latency), online testing is
preferable than offline testing, since it can reduce test time by testing the deviceunder-test concurrently with its normal operational mode.
Therefore fault tolerant schemes are needed for critical parts of a system. It is
aimed in the future to move toward online structural testing. In today’ s systems
NoC is one of the vital part of SoC and needs to have fault tolerant features.

2.7

summary

Due to Moore’ s law, number of transistors per chip are increasing exponentially
and at the same time their size is decreasing, meaning that computation is becoming cheaper and cheaper; however this is not the case for wires and they have
the same cost which leads to communication becomming the source of cost in design. A solution for cost-effective communication in todays designs is exploiting
layered approach of networks for on-chip communication. In this chapter Networks
on Chip (NoC) as a novel solution is presented. Different aspects of NoC as its
architecture, characteristics, technology trends in NoC that may cause errors and
issues related to its testing are discussed.
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NoC testing (related
works)

3

With integrating the whole system in a single chip, System on Chip (SoC), the
complexity of chip increases. On the other hand, with downscaling of technology,
as discussed in previous chapter, the probability of occuring faults increases. Hence
there should exist a complete strategy to test all parts of SoC. SoC testing has
two separate parts; testing the existing cores on SoC and testing the interconnect
structure that is responsible for connection between cores. Testing the interconnect
structure of the system compromises of testing the on-chip interconnection which
is either the bus system or the NoC.
Since the cores on the SoC are deeply embedded, direct accessing to their I/O pins
from the I/O pins of the chip is not possible. Therefore one of the main challenges
of testing the cores is to transfer the test data from test generator to the inputs of
the core-under-test and also from its output to the response analyzer. This issue
can be addressed either by using a dedicated TAM 1 or by reusing the on-chip
interconnect which is either bus system or NoC.
For embedded core testing, a general test architecture is proposed [58,59,60]. As
depicted in Figure 3.1 This architecture is composed of:
• Source. It generates test patterns and can be on-chip or off-chip. It is also
called Test Pattern Generator (TPG).
• Sink. It analyzes the test responses and can be on-chip or off-chip. It is also
called Test Response Analyzer (TRA).
• TAM. It is responsible for transferring test data from the source to the input
of the core-under-test and also from the core-under-test output to the sink.
It increases controllability and observability for testing embedded cores.
• Wrapper. It covers the core-under-test in order to connect the TAM ports
to core-under-test ports. The wrapper is also responsible to switch the
router’s(The circuit-under-test) operational mode, between test-mode and
functional-mode.
IEEE 1149 (JTAG) which is a boundary scan method is exploited for transferring
test data to embedded cores and also wraps around the cores [61]. IEEE 1500
standard is developed to provide a standard wrapper that is modular and can
be used with different TAMs. IEEE 1500 also standardize the test information
transfer model by a Core Test Language [58].
There are quite a large number of papers about techniques used for testing cores in
SoCs. In [31,32], they have proposed a special design as a dedicated TAM for using
1

Test Access Mechanism.
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Figure 3.1: General test architecture for embedded cores [58]

in core testing. In [36], they have proposed to use bus for transferring required
data for testing the core. In [33,34,35], the authors propose the use of NoC as TAM
and they have designed a special wrapper to be used with NoC as TAM. Reusing
NoC structure as TAM for testing embedded on-chip cores has number of crucial
advantages that among them the most crucials are reducing hardware overhead
related to dedicated TAM and taking advantage of high degree of parallelization in
NoC to transfer test data. By reusing NoC channels for TAM, test data that targets
different cores can be transfered concurrently which reduces test time. However
it is crucial to note that for reusing NoC in embedded core testing, first the NoC
itself should be tested.
Existing literature has enough papers related to testing bus system as an on-chip
interconnection [37]. But, unfortunately due to the novelty of NoC concept itself,
still there is not enough research done about its testing, which makes the application of NoC in real designs inconvenience. Therefore in this project we are focusing
on NoC testing. In this chapter, previous methods of NoC testing are categorized
into four categories of; offline-functional, offline-structural, online-functional and
online-structural.

3.1

NoC testing

NoC infrastructure is composed of three main parts (routers, links, NIs) with special responsibilities. Since the functionalities of these components are decoupled
from each other, it is possible to test each of them separately. Testing each component separately in NoC, means we are testing NoC structurally. An alternative
way is to functionally test the whole NoC. In this case testing different elements
of NoC is not decoupled from each other and they will be tested all together. The
latter method is cheaper, but does not define where is the defected element. In
what follows the previous works done for testing each part of NoC is given.
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Testing links:

In this section the previous works done for testing the inter-switch links in NoC
are discussed. Inter-switch links in NoC, as wires and interconnects at board level,
more than any other fault are in jeopardy of crosstalk induced faults. As mentioned
in previous chapter, as density in chip increase, distance between wires decreases
and accompanied with higher functional frequency, links are more susceptible to
crosstalk noises.
Other faults that can happen in links are shorts between number of links (so called
bridging), opens, shorts to VDD (stuck-at-1), shorts to Ground (stuck-at-0).
For testing NoC links, we can extensively get use of testing interconnect wires at
board-level, that uses the special fault models of interconnects [43]. However there
are three major differences between NoC link test and link test at board level;
• Testing links in NoC is more complex than link testing at board level due to
increasing complexity of SoC compared to Printed Circuit Board (PCB).
• NoC links have more timing constraints and are more sensitive to delay faults,
therefore they need more testing of delay faults
• Since links in NoC are not shared between different switches and each pair of
switch has its own links in between, testing NoC inter-switch links are easier
than testing links in PCBs.
Testing NoC links as other components can be done functional/structural or offline/online.
The original method of testing interconnects in PCB is Boundary Scan (BS)[44]. It
is mainly used to transfer the test data to on-board interconnects (since the access
to them is hard from I/O pins), however BS can not be used efficiently for NoC’s
link testing due to number of reasons listed below [43]:
• NoC has a more complex structure than links at board-level and on the other
hand BS design adds additional hardware to the design. Since NoC is already
complex itself, BS may not be the efficient way for NoC’s links testing.
• The BS tests the system by serially shifting the test data to the design and
shifting out the response data for analysis. This policy of testing is not suitable
for embedded testing, since it is dependent to the architecture of each design
and has to be changed or modified when the design is changed, hence it is not
modular.
• Since the applying of test sequence and receiving the response should be done
when the design is not in application, the BS test method is offline and can
not be accomplished at-speed. But, at-speed testing is a crucial point of NoC
testing, since delay faults can be detected only by the use of at-speed testing.
One of the simplest methods of testing links at board-level is exploiting Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) for Pseudo-Random (PR) test pattern generator
and a Multiple Input Signature Register (MISR) as response analyzer. Number of
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test methods make use of LFSR/MISR accompanied by BS method [45,46,47,48],
which makes at-speed testing of links at board-level [45,46] or at SoC level [47,48]
possible. However, it should be mentioned that using LFSR for producing PR test
sequence may be inefficient. This is because, they may not cover all static (short,
open, stuck-at) and dynamic (delay-fault) faults. For covering all of these faults,
we may need to increase the length of PR test sequence (with non-deterministic
length), leading to inefficient testing. Problem with MISR as response analyzer is
the aliasing problem. Aliasing means that two or more incorrect values can get
XORed together and end up in a correct result [45]. In another word it means
MISR may lead to mask the error and the error may be left undetected. [47] tries
to solve the problems of LFSR by an algorithm which is based on graph coloring
and [48] tries to solve the problem of low fault coverage of LFSR for crosstalk
defects by using wighted pattern generation.
All proposed methods in [44,45,46,47,48], can be categorized as offline-structural
testing of interconnect. The reason is that all of them are trying to generate or
employ test vectors for error stimulation and detection in interconnect, so they are
structural. They are offline because the proposed architecture for them does not
let them to be tested while they are in application.
In [49], the authors are using a non-linear feedback shift register to generate the
worst-case switching activity of the interconnect-under-test and then applying them
by BS chain. In [50,51] authors propose designs for response analysis which can be
used together with a TPG method.
The method which is proposed in [50] can be considered as functional testing.
Because, it is comparing the sampled data before it enters in the interconnect and
after it leaves the interconnect to see if they are the same. It can be used without a
need to a specific test pattern to detect interconnect defects. This method is online
because the architecture used for data sampling and comparing does not interfere
with normal operation of device. While the device is being tested, it can continue
to its normal job, therefore it is online.
Method that is proposed in [51] for response analysis is structural. However, they
do not use test vectors to detect possible errors. Instead, they have proposed Skew
Detector (SD) and Noise Detector (ND) cells that will be added to the interconnect
for detecting skew and noise correspondingly. In my point of view, this method
can be done online, since the added cells do not make any problem in normal
functionality of the system.
In [52], the authors propose to detect the crosstalk and delay faults by measuring crosstalk noise and delay in interconnect-under-test. But this method is too
expensive. It can be categorized as structural and online test.
In [53], a new structural method is applied which do not need any test vector. They
detect faults by sending an impulse signal in the interconnect and then expect to
receive the reflection of the impulse in a certain amount of time. If the reflection
signal does not arrive until a certain amount of latency the interconnect is known
as faulty. The method can be placed in offline testing methods. Since in the time
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of sending pulses in the interconnect, it can not be used for transferring data.
Another series of works, propose methods for Test Pattern Generation (TPG)
[54,55,56]. In these methods, test sequences with deterministic length are produced, opposite to LFSR which may need long test sequences. Test sequences
with deterministic length should be well organized to detect all of defects related
to interconnections and for this reason they should use specific fault models like
MAF. Counter-sequence, walking-one(zero) and interleaved true/complement algorithms are examples of TPG algorithms which produce test sequences with high
fault coverage related to interconnects. However, the first one is not well organized
for detecting delay-faults which make it unsuitable for TPG in NoC test. methods
proposed in [54,55,56] are also structural since they are proposing test vectors to
be used in testing methods. They are offline, because using these methods, means
that we need to send test vectors (as test packet) to interconnect to be tested.
Therefore the interconnect can not be used at the test time to transfer normal
data packets.
The authors in [57], propose a functional test method for testing asynchronous NoC
links connecting between two switches, which are in two different clock domains. It
is claimed that this method detects both static (stuck-at, short, open) and dynamic
(delay faults) errors. In this method they are sampling data which is passed in
interconnect before and after the handshake signals. If there is an error in the line,
the data will not be the same before and after the handshake signals. Therefore by
comparing the two sampled data they can detect the error. As we can see, They
are not using any test vector and they are just examining the functionality of the
link, therefore it is functional testing. This method is categorized in offline testing,
since the architecture used for BIST does not let the normal operation mode and
test mode to be simultaneous.
The method proposed in [43], uses deterministic length test vector which is produced by Interleaved True/Complement Code, therefore it is structural.

3.1.2

Testing routers

As mentioned in the previous chapter, router is composed of a combinational logic
that is responsible for routing (RLB), input/output ports and buffers, as depicted
in Figure 2.3. Considering this architecture, different types of faults can happen
in combinational logic part and in buffer part of the router. The faults that may
occur in combinational logic part are stuck-at faults, short/open, the faults related
to crosstalk. The faults that are possible to occur in buffers can be due to SEU
errors and cause bit corruption in the buffers.
Since errors with different roots may occur in different parts of the router, there
should exist specific test pattern to detect each type of fault in the routers. This is
the responsibility of the TPG to take care of generating an appropriate test pattern
to stimulate the possible faults that may occur in the router. When appropriate test
patterns are prepared, there should exist an appropriate architecture to transport
these test patterns to the router-under-test.
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Current literatures for router testing consider routers as the on-chip cores on SoC
and uses the general architecture for embedded core testing in SoC (source, sink,
TAM and wrapper).
The design used for TAM and wrapper deeply depends on the NoC topology. Two
types of topology used in current NoC test methods are shown in Figure 3.2. In
Figure 3.2 (a), the whole NoC is considered as a core that is in the middle of SoC
and there is no access to its ports through the ports of the chip. In this topology
only boundary routers are connected to IP cores, this is called indirect topology.
In Figure 3.2 (b), the NoC is spread over the chip and has access to the I/O ports
of the chip. This topology is called direct topology. In this topology, each router
is connected to a core. Additionally the design for TAM always depends on the
TPG and TRA, weather it is on-chip or off-chip.

Figure 3.2: Two topologies of NoC that affect TAM and wrapper design

Each of previous works done for router testing, proposes an architecture for the
TAM, for the wrapper or for both of them. There are two types of works done in
this respect. One group of works are using a dedicated access mechanism for TAM
and the other group is reusing the NoC for TAM. Each of these group of works are
explained below.
(a) First group: Dedicated TAM.
• One of the first works done for router testing is [62]. They use IEEE
1149 boundary scan standard (JTAG standard) in order to transfer test
data in router ports and as wrapper for a group of routers-under-test.
All routers are full scan. In this way, the full scan provides test access
to inside of the routers. Figure 3.3 depicts the architecture used in this
method.
In this method, first routers are grouped. Each group of routers have
the same test block which consist of a Test Access Port (TAP) controller,
boundary scan register, instruction register and other necessary logics
(e.g. for decoding the instructions). All of these parts are components
used in IEEE 1146 boundary scan standard. Routers in each group receive
the same test data via a boundary scan register and then the responses are
compared to each other by an on-chip comparator. Since each group of
routers have its own test block, different groups can be tested in parallel.
Therefore the test time greatly depends on the number of routers in each
group. If larger number of routers are grouped the test time is less,
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Figure 3.3: Testing architecture used in [62]

however by having more routers in each group, in case of test failure, it
is harder to find which router is exactly faulty. The main drawback of
this approach is long test time. This means, for a long time the NoC can
not be in functional mode and can not be used in application. Moreover,
they are adding extra hardware for TAM, which is a hardware overhead
for system.
• In [64], the authors propose to use partial scan for each router and a
single modified IEEE 1500 standard as wrapper for the whole NoC. In
this method, they have used a single wrapper that covers the whole NoC
, but at the same time they provide test access from network interface to
inside structure (buffers and flip-flops) of each router by having partial
scan chains. By partial scan chains in routers there is accessibility to the
buffers of routers and to the flip-flops of combinational logic part. Test
vectors (for testing buffers of routers) broadcast to all routers by a single
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pin in network interface and the responses are compared by an on-chip
comparator. For applying the same test pattern to functional inputs of
routers (that are inputs of combinational logic part of router) , in test
mode, the functional input of router receive test patterns from Cix , as
depicted in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4: Wrapper design used in [64]
In [64], In case of test failure each router can be tested independently
and test data will be distributed among them. The modification they
did in the wrapper IEEE 1500 is that instead of having equal number of
Ci s to functional inputs of NoC (which is the sum of functional inputs
of routers) they apply Ci cells only equal to the number of channel bitwidth. They broadcast the same data for each channel bit to all functional
inputs of all routers. The modification they did in the wrapper leads to
reduction of area overhead and also test time (by reduction in the number
of shift operations.). The drawback of the proposed method in [64] is that
for large scale NoCs that have large number of routers, the fanout of Cix
input pins and scan input pins become large. Moreover there is no method
given as TAM for transferring data from source (test pattern generator)
to input of network interface and the test is offline.
(b) Second group: NoC reused as TAM.
• In [63], they propose to reuse NoC as TAM for transferring test data
to its own routers. For this reason they assume that the links between
routers and network interfaces are tested before and they are fault free. In
this method, they group routers based on their accessibility via the input
ports of the chip in an ascending order in a way that the routers that are
closer to the input ports of the chip has the smaller order number. Figure
3.4 represents this configuration for router testing.
They start testing routers with the smallest order number in each step.
The routers in the same group can be tested in parallel. In this way
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Figure 3.5: testing configuration in proposed method in [63]

they are assured about the TAM they are using for transferring test data
to router-under-test. The wrapper used in this method is IEEE 1500
that covers each router and the connected core to it. The wrapper can
configure each router or each core connected to it, to test mode or functional mode. If the router is in the way of transferring a test vector to a
router-under-test (or core-under-test), it will be in functional mode and
if it has to be tested, it is in test mode. The method they used for test
response analysis is on-chip comparator which compares the responses of
the routers that are in the same group of order number. However they do
not provide information about the comparator that when a test failure
occurs it can be used for diagnosis of the exact router that is faulty. Using
this method for TAM leads to reduction of hardware overhead, test time
(due to using high bandwidth channel and parallel communication of NoC
for transferring test data) and number of additional pins in comparison
to dedicated TAM like boundary scan, as it was used in [62]. However,
in this work they do not consider buffer testing of routers that need additional scan chains to be tested and they only talk about combinational
logic part of the routers. Moreover, the test in not done online. When
the routers are being tested they are not used anymore for transferring
functional packets.
• In [59], method for testing an asynchronous NoC is proposed. They reuse
NoC as TAM and they employ a modified version of IEEE 1500 as wrapper for routers. In asynchronous NoC, routers might be in different clock
domains. For this reason they propose that each router has its own wrapper which are asynchronous to each other. Hence, they have to modify
the IEEE 1500 for having handshake signals. In this architecture they
introduce another unit, named as Generator-Analyzer-Controller (GAC),
which plays the role of source (TPG) and sink (TRA). It can be off-chip
or on-chip. Additionally, it has the role of controlling and configuration of
asynchronous wrappers. Extra components that they have used in their
method are additional channels that transfer the data needed to configure
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the wrappers by GAC. It should be noticed that, in addition to testing
inter-router links, first it is needed to test the configuration channels as
well. This is an overhead in test time. This method is similar to the
method proposed in [63] that is for synchronous NoCs.
• In [65], they propose to reuse NoC as TAM for full scan chained routers.
They have proposed a special design for the wrapper that covers each
router. The main idea of the method is reusing NoC to transport test
data to routers. For this reason, if we consider the network of routers as
a graph, the first node that should receive the test vectors from source
should be defined. For this reason by employing Dijxtra algorithm they
find the router in the network that has the shortest path to all other of the
routers, the so called topological center. When test vector is inserted in
the topological center router, it sends the test vector to its own scan chain
and also broadcasts it to the next available group of routers. In addition it
sends its test response to the next group of routers, so they can compare
it with their own responses. All routers repeat this procedure except
boundary routers. For realizing this method special wrapper is designed
that is depicted in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Wrapper design used in [65]
This wrapper has scan chains for input and output ports of the router,
controller and comparator. This is comparable to the method proposed
in [63] that they also reused NoC for transferring test data to the routers.
However In [63] the nearest routers to inputs of the chip (that are from
boundary routers) are the first receivers of the test data. The advantages
of method [65] over [63] is that it is independent of the NoC topology
and the test time is less since the test data is inserted to the topological
center of the NoC. The disadvantages compared to [63] is larger hardware
overhead in the wrapper in comparison to IEEE 1500 which is mainly due
to scan register in the input and the output ports of the routers. In this
method also, when routers are being tested the NoC can not be used to
transfer normal functional packets. Therefore the test is offline.
• In [66], they target both combinational logic part of router and testing of
buffers in routers. For combinational logic test, they use off-chip source
from an ATE machine and they propose reusing of NoC as TAM as in
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[65] and [63]. They use one boundary router to insert test data to NoC.
They propose to compare the results of the routers, so there is no need
for off-chip or on-chip response analysis. For testing buffer part, they
use full scan and they propose a special march test based on possible
faults that may occur in the buffers. The BIST architecture that they
use for buffer testing is composed of a shared source and controller for the
buffers in all routers and a local response analyzer (sink) for each router
that at the end they are derived by a MISR to produce a signature to be
analyzed. This scheme is showed in Figure 3.7. The reason they used the
distributed response analyzer is that it has a smaller area overhead than
the centralized response analyzer.

Figure 3.7: BIST architecture used for buffer testing in [66]
Functionally testing routers means that we should check if the router
connect each of its inputs to its correct output port as it is expected in
the address field of the packet that is being routed through the router.
Otherwise if we check the possible errors that may happen in each part of
the router by sending test vectors to stimulate these faults, we are doing
structural testing.

All of the methods discussed above for router testing are structural, since test
vectors are being sent to the special part of the router to stimulate the possible
faults in those parts and check if they behave faulty or not. In terms of online
or offline, methods discussed above are doing router testing offline since while the
routers are being tested they can not be used for their normal operation which is
routing data packets in NoC. Therefore testing the NoC would be offline.
In [59,62,63], they use Figure 3.2 (b) topology and in [64] the authors have used
Figure 3.2 (a) topology. If the method proposed in [64] (which uses a single wrapper
for the whole NoC) has to be used in the topology of Figure 3.2 (b) (that each
router is connected also to an IP core), the wrapper has to support also cores.
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3.1.3

Testing NI

In the current literature, there is no testing method specific to NIs. In [10] they
propose to test the NIs with the attached core to them. This method is functionally
testing the NIs, since we test is the NI can provide the expected functionality for
the attached core or not. This method does not provide a high fault coverage for
the NI and does not give detail information of the defected parts of the NI. In [42],
DFT techniques are proposed for testing NIs. Testing NI through DFT, can be a
structural test with high fault coverage. However, DFT techniques can have high
area overhead. Moreover, since NIs usually have a complicated architecture, test
pattern generation is hard.

3.2

Fault tolerant techniques used in NoC

In order to achieve a fault tolerant NoC, 4 general techniques can be used:
(a) Error detection and re-transmission. In this method, by using error
detecting codes, added to data packets, faulty packets can be recognized. If
a packet is detected as faulty packet, it will be retransmitted. One of the
previous works that uses this method is [40]. In [40], they have added error
detection codes to the data packets. For detecting a fault, they use encoders
and decoders. Checking for a possible fault can be done either switch-toswitch or end-to-end. Whenever a faulty packet is detected, it should be
retransmitted. However the problem with this method is when there is a
permanent fault or when there is a SEU in the routers. When there is a SEU
in a router, it means one of its internal flip-flops is corrupted. This results
in the router entering a faulty state. For recovering from this situation only
restarting the router from the initial state can help. In other words in this way
retransmission of the packet does not help. Because the router has entered
a faulty state and on the next clock cycles will enter to another faulty state
and again does not route the packet to the correct destination.
Moreover, when there is a permanent fault in one of the routers in the path
of the packet, the problem can not be solved by retransmission. Even, it can
retransmission of the packet, again and again may lead to deadlock.
(b) Error correction. Error correction like the one used in [41] is more effective.
Since they do not repeat the packet transmission from source to destination.
They just add error correcting codes to the packet. In this way there is no need
to detect the fault and do recovery after finding it. But, it should be noticed
that this method uses information redundancy that is used in error correcting
codes. Information redundancy also involves hardware redundancy which is
considered as an overhead of this fault-tolerant technique. This hardware
redundancy is due to number of bits added in order to store check part.
(c) Fault masking. Fault masking techniques like Error correction is effective
and does not have problems of error detection and re-transmission. In [38],
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they mask the fault by methods like triplication and voting.
(d) Error location and re-routing. By error detection and locating (e.g. define
which router or link is faulty), the error can be recovered by rerouting and
excluding the faulty element. Since the error detecting and locating is used to
make the system fault tolerant, it should be accomplished while the system
is performing its normal functionality. In other words, we should use online
testing to detect the fault. Therefore, while we are testing a module in NoC, it
should continue to its normal functionality that is packet transmission between
on-chip cores.
In [39] they propose a method for online detection of faulty links and routers,
by using a self-checking circuitry and coded inputs/outputs. They do parity
checking at the input of the routers, as well in the outputs. If an error is
detected in the input, it means the link connecting to the input port of the
router is faulty. But, if an error is detected in at the output of the router,
it shows that the router is defected. In this method, they are functionally
testing the router. In other words, they just check if the router transfer the
expected packet to the expected output. They are not sending special test
patterns to the router in order to test the structure of the router. Therefore
after testing the router, we just know if the router is faulty or not. We can
not achieve to the detail information on which part of the router is defected.

3.3

Summary

In this chapter, previous works on NoC testing is discussed. This work is devided
in two groups of testing NoC links and testing NoC routers. For better understanding strong points and weaknesses of each method, they are categorized in
4 groups; functional-offline, functional-online, structural-offline, strcutural-offline.
Works done for NoC link testing were either structural-offline or functional-online.
Works done for router testing were all structural-offline. The future goal of testing NoC is structural-online testing. In next chapter we will focus only on online
testing.
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Platform for NoC Online

4

Reduction of VLSI feature sizes and increase in transistor density in modern VLSI
integrated circuits, on one hand increases fault rate and on the other hand increases
data path resources and on-chip connection. Increase in data path resources and
on-chip connection makes the online testing and fault tolerance features more costeffective.
By using online testing low latency fault detection, localization and recovery should
become possible. As mentioned in previous chapters, in a NoC based system, NoC
has the critical responsibility of communicating cores and at the same time, because
of its specific structure, it is in danger of more faults. Also in NoC there is inherent
hardware redundancy. Therefore, by knowing these characteristic of NoC and the
above mentioned points about online testing, online testing in NoC seems to be
worthy and promising.
Due to what was reviewed in previous chapter,error detection and rerouting is one
of the effective methods to make the NoC fault tolerant. This method works well
for NoC since NoC is composed of a number of identical elements. If one of the
elements is faulty it can be replaced by one or more identical components. In other
words, the path from a source to a destination will be exchanged with a new path
that still connects the source to the destination.
For this technique there is a need to diagnose the fault. In other words we should
be able to determine which router, NI or link is faulty. In case that a non-boundary
router (a router that is connected to NI in-directly via another router) or an interrouter link is the faulty element the error can be recovered by rerouting and changing the path from the same source to the same destination. However, if one of the
boundary routers (the routers that are connected to the NIs directly) or the NI
or a link between NI and router is faulty, the problem can not be solved online
by changing the path. This is because each core is attached to one and only one
NI. That makes the NIs the only possible gateway to the IP cores. This issue is
depicted in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1.a shows that if a NI, a link between NI and
router or a boundary router is defected (shown in red color), there is no other
element that can be replaced. In Figures 4.1.b and 4.1.c an inter-router link or a
non-boundary router itself are the defected elements (defected elements are shown
in red). The error can be recovered by rerouting which is shown by the blue path
(path b) from source to destination instead of red path (path a).
Therefore error detection and rerouting is an effective method only for nonboundary routers and links. Because, in other cases (NI, boundary router or link)
the problem can not be solved by rerouting.
41
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boundary link
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(b) Defected inter-router link

(c) Defected router

Figure 4.1: rerouting possibility in different cases of faulty element
The purpose of testing the routers or links in this method is to make the system
more tolerant against possible faults. This means that while the system is functioning, if an error occurs the system can still continue to its normal functionality.
Therefore, inn this method, the routers or the links should be tested online without halting the normal functionality of the system. In this project the focus is on
online testing of the routers.
In previous works testing the routers are either online functionally or offline structurally. The result of online functional test informs us about correct/erroneous
functioning of a router. This information is enough to use the method of error
localization and rerouting, Because it shows which is the faulty router in case of an
error. However, if we want to know the reasons that the router is not functioning
correct, we have to test the router structurally. In this way the defected flip-flop
or gates of the router can be defined which can help us later in fault diagnosis.
In order to do structural test on a block, as mentioned in first chapter, the block
can not continue to work in its normal mode. Rather, it should change to test
mode. In other words, when a block is being structurally tested , it can not be
done online.
But online testing of the NoC is a different case, due to its inherent block redundancy (prosperity of identical elements). It is possible to structurally test the
elements of the NoC, while it is accomplishing its normal functionality which is
transmitting packets between on-chip cores. In next section a method is proposed
to do online structural test on NoC.
There are Two different approaches for testing NoC. The whole NoC structure
can be considered as one of the cores of SoC like other cores, or alternatively, we
can test each part of the NoC separately, e.g. consider each router of NoC as an
individual core. Therefore for testing NoC the same general architecture as Figure
3.1 for testing embedded cores can be applied. For example we can either wrap the
whole NoC with a wrapper and define a TAM to transport test data to the NoC
or we can wrap each router with wrappers and define a TAM to have access to the
routers. The two alternative approaches are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Two general architecture for wrapper and TAM in NoC

Considering the whole NoC as a single on-chip core, can not be useful when we
want test the NoC online. Because NoC as a single core can be either in test-mode
or functional-mode. This means the test is offline. Therefore for online testing
we consider each of the routers of the NoC as a single core. In other words, each
router will have the same test architecture that has been proposed for testing onchip cores. In this project, the routers are considered as on-chip cores. Therefore
the same test structure will be used to test them; TPG, TRA, TAM and wrapper.
As in embedded core testing the test pattern should be provided by core developers,
in this project is it assumed that the test patterns for routers are provided by the
router developers.

4.1

Overview and flow

By taking advantage of router redundancy in NoC, we can do structural test on
routers without halting the on-chip communication. In other words, NoC will be
tested online and structural. When a router is being tested, the NoC exclude it
from the list of available routers and set it to test mode. If the excluded router
is part of the path that a packet should go through, the packet will be rerouted.
It means the router-under-test will be exchanged with one or more routers. The
general architecture of a NoC and the mentioned method is depicted in Figure
4.3. It is obvious that, in this way, the NoC can transfer the data packets between
on-chip cores, beside testing a specific number of routers.

4.1.1

What is needed to implement the proposed method

In order to realize this method for online testing of routers, there is need to a
proper test architecture for the routers and a high level test scheduler.
4.1.1.1

test architecture for router testing

In order to implement this method, first of all the test architecture for testing each
router should be defined. In this method, each router of the NoC is considered as
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Figure 4.3: General test architecture for NoC routers

an individual on-chip core. Therefore, the conventional test architecture for testing
on-chip cores will be used for routers. The test architecture is composed of:
• TPG (Test-Pattern-Generator) and TRA (Test-ResponseAnalyzer). TPG will generate a proper test pattern, depending on
the router architecture. The test patterns should be able to stimulate
possible errors in combinational part and buffers of the routers. TRA is
responsible for analyzing the test responses. Since the test is online, the TPG
and TRA should be on-chip. Therefore, TPG and TRA can be considered as
one of the on-chip cores. TPG and TRA design is not addressed in this work.
• TAM (Test Access Mechanism). There are 2 possibilities for the mechanism that the test data will be transfered to the router-under-test. the conventional method is to use a dedicated channel as TAM. But it has hardware
overhead and the dedicated channel may not have the capability of transferring test data in parallel which increases the time that test data is transferred
to the circuit-under-test. Another alternative is to reuse NoC as TAM to
transfer test data to its own router. This arrangement has the advantage
of eliminating extra dedicated channels for transferring test data. Moreover,
NoC communication fabric has characteristics that can be helpful for test data
transmission, such as QoS and high degree of parallel transmission.
In this project the second method, which is reusing NoC as TAM, is employed.
The detail information about how NoC is able to transfer test data to its own
router will be discussed in section 4.3.
• Wrapper. The wrapper should cover the router. The responsibilities of the
wrapper are connecting the router which is in test-mode to the NoC, transforming the test packets to streaming test data and vice versa and changing
the router to test-mode or functional-mode. The wrapper should be transparent in functional mode. This wrapper has to be designed.
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High-level scheduler.

In addition to test architecture for testing the routers, to implement this method,
there should exist a scheduler that defines at each time, which router is in test-mode
and which router is in functional mode.
Since we wanted the method to be modular, the design should be somehow that
there is no need to change the design of the routers or NIs in NoC. Therefore test
packets should have the same format as data packets. Otherwise we need to change
the design of the NI. Because, these are the NIs that packetize and de-packetize
the test data and test packets. If the test packets had to have different format
than data packets, we had to design special NI (that is connected to TPG-TRA)
to packetize and de-packetize the test data. Hence, the test packets does not have
any special bit to show that they are different than data packets and they should be
treated different. When a packet arrives to a router, the router does not recognize
if it is a normal data packet or a test packet. This is the reason that there is a
need to know at each time which router should be in test-mode and which router
should be in functional-mode. The high-level scheduler is providing us with this
information.
The inputs to the scheduler are:
• The available routers: available routers are the routers that are not in testmode or defected. Therefore, they can be calculated by subtracting the list
of defected-routers and routers-under-test from the list of all routers in NoC.
• The required connections between IP cores on the chip that a running application on the SoC needs. These connections should be known in order to
define the busy routers in NoC that should be in functional mode.
• The already tested routers. In order to send test packets to the routers under
test, we should use the routers that are already tested. This is due to the
fact that NoC is being reused as TAM. This issue and the order of testing the
routers will be discussed in more detail in section 4.3.
• Ready vector. A vector that has the size equal to the number of routers,
is the input of the scheduler. Each bit of this vector defines whether the
corresponding router to it, can go out of test mode or not. The signal ready
corresponding to each router is produced by its wrapper. This signal is needed
in order to be able to close the connections between the corresponding wrapper
and the attached NI to TPG-TRA. This issue will be discussed in more detail
in next chapter.
An important point is that the connections that are needed to transfer the test
packets to the routers-under-test should also be added to the list of required connections on NoC. In order to provide the required connections for transferring test
packets, the scheduler uses only the routers that are in the already-tested-routers
list.
The output of the scheduler is the id of the routers that should be tested at each
time. The id of the next router-under-test will be as input to the connected NI
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Figure 4.4: High-level scheduler in the system

to the TPG-TRA. Moreover, a vector with equal size to the number of routers is
generated as output. Each bit of this vector goes to a router and makes the router
in test/functional mode. Figure 4.4 depicts, how the scheduler should be connected
to the rest of the system.

4.1.2

Phases of testing routers

The router will be tested in 2 main phases, that each phase is composed of number
of other steps:
(a) testing the sequential part of the router (The internal flip-flops and buffers).
i. Test vector should be sent from TPG to the scan chain of the router.
ii. Test response should be received from the scan chain of the router to
TRA.
(b) testing combinational part of the the router (the routing and arbitration logic).
i. Router state should be initialized by sending test vector from TPG to the
scan chain of the router.
ii. Test pattern should be sent from TPG to the functional input of the
router.
iii. Test response should be received from functional output of the router to
TRA.
iv. Router state should be received from the scan chain of the router to TRA.
testing the router in tow phases of sequential and combinational parts, helps us
with fault diagnosis, in case we want to fix the problem later. If a proper test
patterns are applied, it is also possible to define which flip-flop or which gate is
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the defected one. For testing the sequential part, a special test pattern will be
generated to test the flip-flops. It is supposed that the internal flip-flops of the
router are scan flip-flops and are chained together. The test vector is inserted to
the router via the scan-in input and will be received from the router via the scanout pin. After assuring the correct functioning of the internal flip-flops, it is time
to test the combinational logic of the router.
For testing the combinational logic part of the router we need two types of test
data:
• Test vector for initializing the internal flip-flops.
• Test pattern to send as stimuli to functional input of the router.
First the internal flip-flops should get an initial value, in order to give an initial
state to the router in test mode. Therefore, the test vector for initializing the
internal flip-flops should be inserted to the router by scan-in pin.
After router sets to the initial state, the test stimuli should be applied to one of
the functional input ports of the router. Depending on the functionality of the
router when it is in test mode, after some time the test response will be ready. The
response will be received from one of the functional output ports of the router and
sent back to the TRA to be analyzed.
After the test stimuli has applied to the router, the content of the internal flip-flops
define the current state of the router. The current state of the router also has to
be analyzed to see if the router has entered to a legal state after test stimuli has
been applied or not. Therefore, they should also be scanned-out and sent to the
TRA.
TRA will compare the received test response and state of the router after test
with the expected test response and state. The router will be tagged as defected if
there is a difference between the expected values. The TRA has an output signal
(Pass/Fail), as depicted in Figure 4.4, that selects if the router that was under test
should be added to defected-routers list or to the already-tested-routers list.

4.1.3

Limitations of the proposed method

The key feature of the proposed method for testing the routers online, is to use
rerouting when a router is in test-mode and can not route packets. However, it
should be noticed that this is not the case for the boundary routers (The routers
that are directly connected to the NIs.) As it is depicted in Figure 4.3, in this
work, it is supposed that the NoC has the direct topology. If a boundary router
is under test and is not in its functional mode, there is no chance to replace it
by one or more neighbor routers. This is also depicted in Figure 4.1.a. In other
words, if one of the boundary routers is under test, the connected IP core to the
corresponding NI can not receive or transfer a packet. Therefore this method of
online testing is more advantageous for large NoCs. In other words as much as
the ratio (r = non − boundaryrouters/boundaryrouters) increases, this method of
testing becomes more close to online testing.
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Communication protocols AEthereal

Depending on NoC structure, in different parts of the NoC, data that should be
transfered has different formats. In AEthereal, NI consists of 2 parts; NI shell
and NI kernel. Data that is moving through the NoC between routers should have
packets format. Data that is being transfered between NI shell and NI kernel has
the format of a simple message. It consist of the message, a valid signal and an
accept signal. And finally data that want to enter/exit NoC through NI shells,
should have standard IP protocol formats (such as DTL, AXI and etc).

4.3

Reusing NoC as TAM

By reusing NoC as TAM, it is possible to employ some of the NoC features to
transport test data. The most useful features of NoC are parallel transactions and
QoS. Since NoC can have support number of transactions at the same time, the
time that test data is transfered to the router-under-test decreases. Using QoS is
test data transmission will be discussed in more detail in this section. On the other
hand, reusing NoC as TAM (specially for testing its own routers) brings a set of
limitations that we should take them in to account. The necessity to packetizing
test data and ordering the routers-under-test are the limitations.

4.3.1

Order of testing routers

Since the NoC is reused as TAM to test its own routers, it is crucial to be assured
about correct functioning of the mechanism that the test data is being transfered
with it. In other words, in order to reuse NoC as TAM, the NoC should be faultfree. This means that the NIs, links and routers that are used to make a path
from TPG to router-under-test and from router-under-test to the TRA should be
fault-free. In this project we assume that the links and NIs are tested before and
they are fault free. But the goal is to test routers themselves. Therefore the routers
that may be in this path should have been already tested. The solution is to test
the routers in order.
Routers will be assigned to an order number. The order number of each router is
based on the distance of the router from the NI that is connected to TPG-TRA.
The closest router to the connected NI to the TPG-TRA has the lowest order
number and as the routers get farther their order number increases. Then, the
routers with lower order number will be tested first. In this way the router that is
attached to the connected NI to TPG-TRA will be tested first. At each time, we
are sure that the routers that are included in the path from TPG-TRA to routerunder-test have been tested before and are fault-free. Figure 4.5.a depicts an NoC
with ordered routers.
Ordering the routers, based on their position in the NoC, is the responsibility of
the high-level scheduler. However, the scheduler should also consider the current
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application that is being run on the NoC and the connections between IP cores.
This means that if an application is running on NoC and some of the routers
are busy in providing connections for the application, their order number will
increase. Increasing order number means that the router will be tested later. The
ordered routers without any application on the NoC and the ordered routers with
an application with one connection between two IP cores are shown in Figure 4.5.b.

(a) ordered routers without any connection in NoC

(b) ordered routers with a connection in NoC

Figure 4.5: Ordering of routers
In figure 4.5.b the order numbers defined by prime are the new order numbers of the
corresponding routers that due to the connection between source and destination
their order number has been changed.

4.3.2

Data format conversion

Since test data is being transfered via NoC, it should be packetized in order to
be able to move through the NoC between routers. As depicted in Figure 4.3,
TPG-TRA blocks are connected to NoC via a NI.
Test data is generated by TPG in the form of streaming serial test data. The serial
test data then has to be converted to DTL format data. But in order to keep design
simple, it is also possible that test data enters NI kernel directly. In other word, it
is only needed to parallelize the serial test data to parallel pieces with sizes equal
to word sizes. The streaming test data then has to be changed to packet format.
Transforming streaming test data to packet in done by the NI.
NI will packetize the test vectors like normal data that is transmitted between cores.
In addition to test data, The NI should receive the id of the current router-undertest. The NI receives the id of the current router-under-test from the high-level
scheduler. The NI, by looking at the current traffic in the NoC and available
routers decides for the shortest path to the router-under-test. This path will be
added in the header of the test packet.
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After packetization, test packets will be passed to the first router connected to
the NI (which is connected to the TPG) and depending on the path that is in the
header of the packet they will be routed to the intended router-under-test. When
a test packet is received at the router-under-test, it should be de-packetized to
streaming test data and then be applied to the router-under-test. This issue will
be further discussed in section 4.4.
In return, test response should also get packetized to be transferred to the TRA.
This means that the wrappers around the router should support parts of the functionality of the NI to packetize/depacketize the test data.
The return path to the TRA should also be calculated. But it should be noticed
that the router-under-test may be in the middle of the chip. Therefore the wrapper
around the router-under-test is not accessible by the scheduler and the return path
can not be received from the scheduler. Therefore the return path should be
calculated inside the wrapper itself. Since the TPG and TRA are both connected
to the same NI, the return path is the reverse of the initial test packet path. The
return path will be added to the header of the response test packet.
When test response packets reaches to the connected NI to the TRA, they get
de-packetized by the NI. If the router is defected, the NoC will add it to the list of
defected routers and retain it out of the list of available routers.

4.3.3

Using QoS of the NoC

Different levels of QoS may be supported by the NoC. The most commonly used
levels of QoS in NoCs are Best-Effort (BE) and Guaranteed-Service (GS). If a
NoC supports packet transmission in BE, It is sure that the packet will reach to
the destination. But performance issues such as latency and band-with can not be
guaranteed. If NoC gives GS service for transmission of a packet, it means that
it is assured that the packet transmission meets the performance criteria such as
bandwidth and latency.
Test patterns are generated as serial streaming data by TPG. When test response
is being analyzed, it should also be consumed by TRA as streaming test data.
Similarly, at the circuit-under-test test vectors should be applied like streaming
data and also received as streaming data. Streaming data means that the test
data should be continuous and not be disconnected.
Thus the challenge of the mechanism that is used as TAM, is to be able to transfer
test data to circuit-under-test and TRA as streaming data. When NoC is reused
as TAM, if a test vector is larger than the size of packets in a NoC, it should be
packetized in N number of packets. This N packets should be transferred to the
router-under-test one after another without an interruption in between. So they
can get de-packetized in the destination and be applied to the router-under-test in
streaming data fashion.
When NoC gives GS service to a connection it can transfer data in that connection
as streaming data. In GS connection it can be assured that test packets that contain
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different parts of a test vector will reach to router-under-test one after another
without an unexpected delay. However this is not the case for the connections that
receive BE service. In BE service, there is no guarantee for the time that a packet
of a connections will reach to the destination. Therefore, in case there is a test
packet containing test vectors, within a BE connection it is not defined the arrival
time of the test packet to the router. when test packets are transfered within BE
connections, there may be time intervals between test packets that contain different
segments of a single test vector. Therefore in case BE connections for test packets,
there should exist a mechanism to freeze the router-under-test until the next test
packet that contains next part of the test vector arrives. Otherwise the content of
the internal flip-flops that are chained together will be lost and test will fail. Two
possible solutions for halting the router-under-test are:
• Hold-able flip-flops.Making the internal flip-flops of the router hold-able.
In hold-able flip-flops when the signal hold is active the flip-flops keep their
previous content.
• Clock gating. It is also possible to AND the clock signal of the router with
a hold signal. Hold signal is active low and when it is low the input clock to
the router will become low.
Hold signal should become active whenever there is a interrupt between receiving
two test packets that belong to a single test vector.
In previous works that are reusing NoC as TAM mostly GS connections are used for
transferring test packets. This is quite logical since with GS connections there is no
need for hold-able flip-flops that are more expensive or clock-gating method that
may interfere with the clock tree design of the system. But, with considering the
disadvantages of other methods than using GS connections for test packets, again
in this project it is decided to use BE connections to transfer the test packets
with one the above mentioned techniques for making the test data continuous.
This is due to the fact that, In this project the goal is online testing of the NoC.
Therefore it is not desirable that testing the routers interfere with the application
that should be implemented by NoC. It is intended that testing the routers has
the least influence on the normal functioning of the NoC. Therefore, in a NoC
that support both BE and GS connections, it is preferred to use BE connections
for testing purpose and leave GS connections for the functionality of the NoC for
serving the connections between IP cores.

4.4

Specified requirements

As it was discussed in section 4.1.1, the requirements for the proposed online test
method is a proper test architecture and a high-level scheduler. In the test architecture , we assume TPG and TRA are given and NoC is being reused as TAM.
Therefore it is only needed to design the wrapper. Furthermore, a high-level scheduler should be designed. Specific characteristics that the wrapper and the high-level
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scheduler should have is given below. However in this project only the design of
the wrapper will be addressed.

4.4.1

Wrapper design

In this section we classify the problem of designing the wrapper. The inputs that
for designing the wrapper should be known are:
• The architecture of the router and the packet format of a NoC.
The output of the design is a wrapper with the capabilities listed below:
• The wrapper should connect the router while it is in test mode to the NoC.
• Wrapper should packetize/depacketize test data to/from test packets.
• Wrapper should convert the simple test messages to serial test vectors when
internal flip-flops are being tested.
• Wrapper should control at each time the test data should be directed to which
port of the router (functional port or scan pins).
The constraints that the wrapper should be satisfied are:
• The wrapper should be modular. This means it should not change the architecture of the NoC (including it elements, such as NIs and routers).
• It should keep the test data streaming without an interruption.
The assumptions that are made in designing the wrapper are:
• The high-level scheduler is available.
• At each time only one functional port of the router is connected to the wrapper.
• The functional port of the router that should be connected to the wrapper is
defined. Because this may vary from one router to another, depending on the
position of the router in NoC.
• At each time the wrapper knows if it should be in test-mode/functional-mode.
In functional-mode the wrapper around the router is transparent. This is
defined by a single signal test/function that is produced by the high-level
scheduler.

4.4.2

High-level scheduler

The inputs that for designing the wrapper should be known are:
• The topology of the NoC.
• The NI that is connected to the TPG-TRA
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• The connections needed by an application that is being run on the SoC.
The output of the design is a scheduler that receives 4 lists as input as depicted
in Figure 4.4 and produces 2 outputs. Based on the received information from the
input lists the scheduler should put the largest number of routers in test-mode.
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Implementation and
evaluation

5

In this chapter the steps to design a wrapper that makes it possible to do online
testing on the routers while NoC is reused as TAM, will be addressed. As discussed
in previous chapter while defining problem statement, some factors of the NoC
that is being tested should be known. In what follows, first the given factors for
designing the wrapper in this project will be explained. The rest of the chapter
will explain the top level design of the wrapper and also the design of important
blocks in the wrapper.

5.1 Router interface, message and packet format in
AEthereal
The factors that should be known for designing the wrapper are the router interface
architecture, the packet and the message format in the NoC. The target NoC in
this work, that its routers will be tested is AEthereal NoC. Therefore as given
factors in designing this wrapper we have the AEthereal router interface and the
message and packet formats in this NoC.

5.1.1

Packet format

The packet format in AEthereal NoC is depicted in Figure 5.1.a Each packet is
composed of smaller units called flits. Each flit itself is composed of number of phits.
Each phit is the actual physical data units that construct the packets. When a
packet is being transferred, it will be transferred phit by phit. Each flit is composed
of three phits.
The first flit of the packet is the header flit. The header of the packet should have
different fields of information. Since the routing in the AEthereal is source-routing
the path from source to destination is calculated and added to the header of the
packets. Therefore one of the fields in the header is the complete path from source
to destination.
In Aethereal implementations there are two different ways that the path from
source to destination is formed:
• In the header of the packet, it is exactly defined that what number of bits is
related to selection of the queue in the NI. In other words there is a fix number
of bits that is dedicated to queue selection in the receiving NI. For example,
in the current implementation of the AEthereal the first 22 bits of the first
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(a) Packet format

(b) Flit format

Figure 5.1: Packet and flit format in AEthereal
phit in the header flit of the packet are giving the path through the router
network and the next 5 bits ([26:22]) defines the Queueid of the receiving NI
that the packets should reach.
• In the header of the packet the number of bits that defines the Queueid of
the input queue in receiving NI is not defined. In other words the number
of bits for Queueid selection is dynamic and it depends on the number of
ports in the NI. Therefore, there is not a fix number of bits in the beginning
dedicated to Queueid selection. Instead, depending on how many ports the
NI has, the number of bits for Queueid selection will be defined. In this case
the number of bits for Queueid selection will be log(N umber − Of − P orts).
As an example, if the NI has 3 ports, after the first 22 bits in the first phit of
the header, the 2 next bits ([23:22]) define the Queueid of the receiving NI.
In this project the first implementation is considered.
Moreover in AEtheral there are two types of buffer management schemes:
• link-level flow control : is between consequent hops in the path. Flow-control
signals between routers themselves and between router and NI take care of
link-level flow control.
• end-to-end flow control : is between the sender NI and the receiver NI. Space
and credit counters in the sender NI and in the receiver NI will take care of
this. The sender NI has the amount of available space in the receiver NI in
its space counter. whenever it sends a packet to the receiver NI, it decreases
the value of space counter based on the amount of data that has been sent
to the receiver NI. In receiver NI there is counter called credit. The credit
counter in the receiving NI has the amount of freed space in the receiving
NI. For example if a data has been loaded out of the receiving NI the credit
counter will be increased with the amount of that data. Therefore the receiver
NI should send the amount of freed space in its queue to the sending NI. In
AEthereal, in order to prevent wasting bandwidth in the NoC, these credits
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are piggy-backed in the response packet. The response packet are sent from
the receiver NI to the sender NI. Therefore the credits reaches to the sending
NI. When credits are received by the sender NI, it adds them to the space
counter. The mechanism of end-to-end flow control is depicted in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Credit-based end-to-end flow control in AEthereal [67]

Therefore another field of a header, is the credits that are piggy backed in the
packet. In AEthereal the first phit of the header flit contains the header information. As depicted in the Figure 5.1.a, The first 27 bits of the header contains the
path and the next 5 bits are the bits related to piggy-backed credits.
In AEthereal NoC, each phit is composed of 34 bits. The 2 most significant bits are
the sideband bits that are added to the data words. Figure 5.1.b depicts the format
of a flit. The side band bits, depending on which phit in the flit are they, provide us
with different information about the packet and the corresponding flit. As shown
in Figure 5.1.b, in the first phit flit the 2 side band bits define whether the flit is
belongs to an empty packet or not. Moreover they define if the flit belongs to a
packet that is a BE packet or a GT packet. Therefore there are 3 combinations
defining three cases:
• 00: If the packet is an empty packet.
• 01: If the packet is a BE packet.
• 10: If the packet is a GT packet.
The side band bits in the second phit of the flit show the number of phits in
the flit that contain valid data 1 . For example the phit that contains the header
information will not be counted as valid data. Therefore, as depicted in the Figure
5.1.b the side band bits of second phit in the header flit shows the number 2. This
means that only the second and third phit in the header flit contains valid data.
The side band bits in the third and last phit of the flit, define if this flit is the last
flit of the packet or not. In other words they define the end of the packet.
1
Valid data means the data that belongs the message that should be transported between the source
and destination.
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5.1.2

Message format

Transactions between IP cores are the reads and writes that are done between IP
cores. Each transaction is composed of one or more messages. There are two types
of messages request message and response message [30]. For example, in a write
transaction, the request message contains the data that should be written in the
Destination IP core. Meanwhile, there maybe no response message for a write
transaction or there may be a response message containing an acknowledgment.
Figure 5.3 depicts the format of a write message. As depicted in this figure, the
first word contains control data and the second word contains address [30]. From
third word until the last word contain the valid data that should be written in the
destination IP core.

Figure 5.3: Message format in AEthereal [30]

5.1.3

Router interface

The router interface of the AEtheral NoC is composed of the input ports and
output ports explained below: Input ports:
• Clock. The router works synchronously with the rest of the elements on the
chip. Therefore clock signal of the router is derived from the clock signal of
the chip.
• Reset. The reset signal of the router is also derived from the global reset of
the chip.
• Data-in. Data-in has an equal width to the size of phits. The flits of packet
is received phit by phit at this input port from the previous router in the
path.
• Flow-control-in. This signal manages the link-level flow control between
the router and the next router in the path. This signal is sent by the next
router in the path to the router. Whenever this signal is active, it means that
the next router has enough space to receive the next flit of the packet from
the current router.
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• Scan-enable. This signal defines whether the internal flip-flops of the router
should be in normal mode or should be in scan-mode. This signal should
be produced by a test infrastructure whenever there is a need to scan-in test
stimuli to the scan-chained flip-flops of the router. Also when the test-response
needs to be scanned-out from the scan-chained flip-flops, this signal should
be active.
• Test-reset.
Output ports:
• Data-out. The data-out output port has the width equal to the phit size. It
transfers the phits of the packet flits to the next router in the path.
• Flow-control-out. This signal is sent to the previous router in the path,
in order to provide link-level flow control between the previous router in the
path and the current router. If the current router has enough space to receive
the next flit of the packet from the previous router in the path it activates
this signal.

5.2

Wrapper design

For illustrating wrapper top-level design first, the wrapper interface design will be
explained. Second, the internal architecture of the wrapper (the blocks that exist
in the wrapper) will be introduced. At last the way the wrapper behaves and the
data flow in different phases of test will be explained.

5.2.1

Inputs and outputs of the wrapper

The wrappers will be instantiated in the network. Since they cover the routers
in the network, their interface should have all the ports of the routers. But in
addition to the ports that are the same as router ports there are two more ports in
the wrappers that are used to switching the router mode to test/functional mode.
The wrapper ports that are similar with router ports are :
Input ports:
• Clock. Input clock signal of the wrapper is derived from the clock signal of
the chip.
• Reset. Input reset signal of the wrapper is derived from the reset signal of
the chip.
• Data-in. Data-in port of the wrapper has width equal to a phit. It receives
the phits of the test stimuli packets from the last router in the request path
(the path from TPG to the router-under-test).
• Flow-control-in. This signal, the same as flow-control-in signal of the router
is used for link level flow control. In the router it is used for link level flow
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control between two consequent routers in the path. But, here it is used for
link level flow control between the wrapper 2 of router-under-test and the first
router in the response path (the path from the router-under-test to the TRA).
Whenever the the first router in the response path has space to receive three
phits 3 of the test response packets, it notifies the wrapper by flow-control-in.
This is depicted in Figure 5.4. In this figure, RUT is the router-under-test.
In the wrapper is this figure LNI is the light NI that is one major block of
the wrapper that takes care of test packets. Light NI is discussed in detail in
next section. Test-resp-pack in the figure is the test response packet and fc-in
is the flow-control-in.

Figure 5.4: link-level flow control between wrapper and first router of response path

Output ports:
• Data-out. Data-out port of the wrapper has the width of a phit. It transports
the phits of the test-response packets to the first router in the response path.
• Flow-control-out. This signal is also for link level flow control. It manages
the link level flow control between the router-under-test and the last router
in the request path. Whenever the wrapper has enough space to receive the
next three phit (that becomes a flit) of the test stimuli packet from the last
router in the request path, it sends an active flow-control-out signal to the last
router in the request path. This is depicted in Figure 5.5. Test-stimul-pack
in the figure is the test stimuli packet and fc-out is the flow-control-out.
The additional ports in the wrapper are:
• Input functional-test mode. Functional-test mode input signal of the wrapper
defines if the router should be in functional mode or in test mode. In fact it
defines if the wrapper should be transparent in functional mode or it should
2
In fact between the light NI of the wrapper and next router. This is the light NI that has the test
response packet and should send it to next router.
3
The data unit transmission is flit in BE packets and each flit is three phits.
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Figure 5.5: link-level flow control between wrapper and last router in request path

do some process on the packets in test mode. If the router should be in
functional mode this signal has to be ”0” and in test mode it should have the
value ”1”. This signal is produced by the high-level scheduler for each of the
wrappers around routers.
• Output ready. Ready signal is an output signal that is produced in the
wrapper, whenever the router-under-test of the wrapper has been tested completely and the test procedure is finished. Moreover, in order to ready signal
become activated, the wrapper should be sure that the connections between
the attached NI to TPG-TRA (master NI) and light NI (slave NI) has been
closed. The connection between the master NI and the light NI can be closed
whenever the light NI receives the last credits of the end-to-end flow control (between master NI and slave NI) from the master NI. End-to-end flow
control should exist between master NI and the light NI in order to avoid
deadlock.4 Each wrapper has one ready signal output that will be sent to the
high-level scheduler.

5.2.2

General architecture

The routers in NoC normally are connected to the rest of the NoC by their functional ports. In the proposed method first the routers will be tested against the
possible faults that may occur in the internal flip-flops. In this phase the router
receive/send data from/to its scan pins. This data should be serial streaming data.
Therefore the proposed wrapper should connect the scan pins of the router-undertest to the rest of the NoC. Moreover, in this phase it should first of all it should
de-packetize the test packets and then it should serialize the parallel test data that
is achieved from test packets. second, the router will be test against the faults that
may happen in the combinational logic part. for this step again scan pins of the
router first should used to receive the initialization test vector. Therefore again
4
The detailed mechanism of closing a connection between the light NI and master NI is explained in
section 5.3.4.3.
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there is a need to serialize the parallel test data that is extracted from the test
packets. Then the test data should be applied to one of the functional input ports.
for this reason the only main issue is that to which functional input port of the
router the test data should be transfered. In this step there is no need to serialize
the test data.
Therefore the main responsibilities of the wrapper are: packetization and depacketization, serial to parallel and parallel to serial conversion, keeping serial
data streaming, and sending test data at each time to the correct test port which
can be either the functional port of the router or the scan pins of the router.
Based on the above mentioned services that we expect the wrapper to provide us,
the wrapper consists of a number of blocks:
• Light NI : This block is responsible for de-packetization of the test packets
that reach to the wrapper to produces simple test messages. It is also used
for packetization of the test responses messages. Another crucial service that
the light NI should provide us with is the end-to-end flow control.
• Test block : The test block is the control block of the wrapper. Test block
by activating proper control signals at the proper time, makes it possible to
send/receive test data to/from correct test port of the router. Test block
also controls that when the test data should be serialized and when it is sent
as parallel test data. Also for the test responses. Test block also has the
critical responsibility of halting the router and shift registers in the intervals
between receiving test packets.
• Shift registers : Shift registers in fact can work as parallel to serial or serial to
parallel converters. Moreover they can act as a simple register with parallel
input and parallel output of the data.
Figure 5.6 shows the top level design of the wrapper. The light NI is the first
receiver of the test packets. But as it is depicted in Figure 5.6, all packets arriving
to the wrapper will be sent also to the light NI. But before they reach to the light
NI, The two most significant bits of the phits, which in our case is 39 bits, will
be ANDed with the signal Functional/Test mode that is one of the inputs of the
wrapper. As a result of ANDing the two most significant bits of each phit with
Function/Test mode signal, if the Function/Test mode signal is ”0” (in functional
mode), the two most significant bits of the phits becomes ”00”. If the router should
be in test mode, the Function/Test mode signal is ”1” and the result of AND gate
will be the exact same two most significant bits of the phits, without any change.
Therefore when the light NI receives the phits if they are ”00”, it will drop them
as empty phits. This means that the light NI only processes the test packets and
not the normal data packets that are being transfered between IP cores.

5.2.3

Wrapper behavior

For better understanding the responsibilities of each block of the wrapper, the flow
of data in the wrapper in a complete test process (two phases of testing the router)
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Figure 5.6: General wrapper architecture for testing NoC routers

will be explained below.
(a) In first phase. In first phase of test a test packet containing test pattern for
testing the internal flip-flops should be sent to the router-under-test. When
the test packet reaches to the wrapper (that wraps around the corresponding
router-under-test), first it should get de-packetized by the light NI. The light
NI receives the test packet and produces test message in the form of pure
message accompanied by a valid and accept signals. The test message will
be sent to the test block. The first valid signal of the test message that is
received by the test block will turn on the test block. Test block when receives
the first valid test message signal understands that the test message contains
test pattern for testing the internal flip-flops. Therefore it activates first the
control signals related to parallel to serial conversion and sending test data
to the scan-in pins of the router and then control signals related to receiving
test response from scan-out pins and serial to parallel conversion. Therefore
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when the test responses that are the result of testing internal flip-flops of the
router are scanned out they will convert to parallel data forming words. The
test response words then will be sent to the light NI to get packetized. The
light NI packetize the test responses and insert the return path to the TRA
in the header of the test response packets. The test response packets will be
the output packets of the wrapper.
(b) In second phase. In the second phase that is testing the combinational logic
part of the router, as explained in previous chapter, first the test pattern for
initializing the router state should be inserted to the scan chained flip-flops
of the router. When the test packet containing initialization pattern of the
internal flip-flops arrive to the wrapper again first it get de-packetized by the
light NI. The obtained test message will be sent to the test block. Test block
at this time knows that the first phase of testing is finished and at this step the
test message that is received needs to initialize the router state. Therefore at
this step the test block only activates the control signals for parallel to serial
conversion and scanning in the test data. After this the test block is waiting
for receiving the next test data.
Next test packet that is received like all previous ones will get depacketized
by light NI and sent to test block, at this point when test block receives a test
data, it knows that this test data is for stimulating the combinational logic
part of the router, and it should be sent directly to one of the functional ports
of the router. Therefore it only activates the signal for parallel loading of the
test data to the functional input port of the router.
After one clock cycle that is the the time that test stimuli has been applied to
the combinational logic of the router, the response of testing combinational
logic part will be ready on one of the functional output ports. It is time to
receive the test responses. The test response of combinational logic part test
is composed of two parts:
i. The output of the combinational logic part after test. This is the data
that is produced at the output port of the router after test application.
ii. The state of the router after test application. The state of the router is
defined by the contents of the internal flip-flops of the router.
Therefore, the test block should first activate the control signals related to load
out the test response from one of the functional output ports of the router.
Afterward, it has to activate control signals for scanning-out the contents of
the internal flip-flops of the router, convert them to parallel data words and
send to the light NI. The light NI packetizes the test responses and sends
them to TRA to get analyzed.
Figure 5.7. shows the sequence of works to be done in phase 1 and phase 2.
As depicted in this figure, the sequence of works in phase 1 and phase 2 can be
overlapped in order to decrease the test time. In other words when at first phase
the test block is scanning-out the test response of testing the internal flip-flops, it
can start scanning-in the initialization vector in second phase of test.
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Figure 5.7: Sequence of actions in phase 1 and 2 of test

5.3

The light NI

The light NI in each wrapper is receiver of the test stimuli packet from the NI
attached to TPG. After receiving the test stimuli packet, it de-packetize it to test
stimuli message. The message will be sent to the router-under-test. On the other
hand the light NI is the sender of the test response packets. First it will receive
the test response message. Then it convert the message to packet and sends it to
NI attached to TRA.
For receiving the test stimuli packet to the router-under-test and sending the test
response packet from the router-under-test, there should be connections between
the attached NI to the TPG-TRA (master NI) and the corresponding light NI
of router-under-test (slave NI). This connections are depicted in Figure 5.8. The
attached NI to TPG-TRA block is the master NI and the corresponding light NI
to the router-under-test is the slave NI. AS depicted in Figure 5.8., the request
connection is from the master NI to the slave NI and the response connection is
from slave NI to the master NI. In this figure, MSB stands for Master Sender Buffer,
MRB stands for Master Receiver Buffer, SSB stands for Slave Sender Buffer and
SRB stands for Slave Receiver Buffer.
The light NI has some of the functionalities that a normal NI kernel should provide
us. Therefore, almost the same architecture of the normal NI kernel is used for
the light NI. However the light NI is different in number of issues. Due to this
reason, some parts of the normal NI architecture should be modified. In what
follows these differences are explained. Also the solution for them and the way the
light NI should be modified is given.
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Figure 5.8: Request and response connections between NIs for test data transportation

5.3.1

Non-programmability of the light NI

Since the light NI is being used in the wrappers, and wrappers are around routers,
if the router-under-test is a non-boundary router, The light NI in the corresponding wrapper is not accessible via the NI shells. Therefore they can not directly
receive the DTL message that programs the NI kernel and therefore, can not be
programmed directly. Another alternative is to program the light NI via the master NI. But in this way, there is a need to first send a packet from the NI attached
to the TPG-TRA (master NI) to the light NI.
Due to two reasons it is decided to eliminated the programmability of the light
NI. First, in this test methodology it has been tried to lower the related traffic
of the test packets as much as possible. This is because we do not want that
the testing affects the normal functionality of the NoC which is transportation
of normal packets between IP cores. Second, in the added wrappers around the
routers we need to have as small hardware overhead as possible. Therefore, it is
decided that the light NIs inside the wrappers are not programmable. But there
are a number of issues that should be solved in non-programmable light NIs.
With programming NI kernel, services that are explained below are being addressed:
• Initializing space control with the amount of space available in the remote NI
(receiving NI) for end-to-end flow control.
• Giving the path to the destination that should be added to the header of the
packet.
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• Defining the value of some of the control signals in the NI that are used to
define if a packet is BE or GT, if there should exist end-to-end flow control
and if the queue in the NI should be activated or not.
With eliminating the programmability of the NI, we should add some mechanisms
to provide us with the above mentioned services that previously were provided by
programming the NI. Initializing the space control will be discussed in section 5.3.4
and calculation of the path to destination in light NI which is the return path to
from light NI to the TRA will be discussed in section 5.3.3. For giving value to
the control signals, by looking at the functionality that we expect from the light
NI we can give constant values to the control signals. The control signals that are
tied in to a constant value are:
• Gt-valid. This signal is produced by GT-scheduler and acts as a flag to show
that the current packet that is forming in the NI is of type GT. This signal
is also as an input to the BE-scheduler. This is in because in AEthereal, GT
packets have priority over BE packets. Therefore BE-scheduler should know if
there is an GT-packet currently waiting to be sent in the NI or not. If there is,
the BE-scheduler should schedule the BE-packets after the GT packet is sent
and there is no GT-packet in the NI waiting to be sent. Since in the light NI,
there is no need for GT packets and therefore no need for GT-scheduler, This
signal is tied in to ’0’. By making this signal ’0’, the BE-scheduler understands
that there is no GT-packet in the light NI and schedules the BE test packets
on the correct time.
• Flow-control-up. This signal enables end-to-end flow control in the request
path . In the light NI, this signal is tied in to ’1’ which enables the end-to-end
flow control in the request path5 .
• Flow-control-down. This signal is the same as Flow-control-up, but for
response path. In the light NI, this signal is also tied in to ’1’. This enables
end-to-end flow control in the response path.
• Enable-queue. Enable-queue signal is responsible for enabling one of the
queues of in the NI that its stored data has to be scheduled and sent out as
a packet. In the light NI, there is only one queue and it should always be
enabled. This is because there is no other queue that needs to be activated,
therefore we let the only queue of the light NI be always enabled. This is the
reason this signal is tied in to ’1’ in the light NI.
Hence, in the light NI, all the infrastructure for programming the NI can be eliminated. This includes the block kernel-reg-ctrl, the register-files that are: fc-up-regfile, fc-down-reg-file, enable-queue-reg-file and gt-be-reg-file.
5

The reason there is a need for end-to-end flow control will be discussed in section 5.3.5
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5.3.2

Only BE connections in light NI

As explained in previous chapter, the test packets are being sent using BE connections. In the NIs that the test packets are formed (The attached NI to TPG and
the light NI), the packets are formed as BE packets. This is done by setting up
a flag in the packet The 2 side band bits of the first phit in the flit defines that
packet is BE type or not..
The NIs responsible for making test packets are the NI attached to the TPG-TRA
and in the light NI in the wrappers. Therefore in these NIs we only need the
infrastructure for producing BE packets. The NI that is attached to the TPGTRA is like other normal NIs (consisting NI shell and NI kernel) and there is no
need to modify it. But, since we need to reduce the hardware overhead of the
wrappers around routers, the unnecessary blocks in the light NI (GT constructs)
should be deleted. In the NI kernel architecture of AEthereal some of the blocks
are unnecessary and should be removed for making light NI. These blocks are:
• GT scheduler. This block is responsible for scheduling the GT packets. It
schedules the GT packets based on the reserves time slots for each packet.
The reserved time slots for packets are stored in the slot table. Since the test
packets are not sent as GT packets, there is no need to have a GT scheduler
in the light NI.
• Slot table. Slot table is used to provide Time Division Circuit Switching
routing for the GT packets. Therefore, when test packets are not sent by GT
connections, there is no need for slot table.
Moreover, since there is no GT blocks in the light NI, multiplexers that were used
for multiplexing between GT control data and BE control data can be eliminated.

5.3.3

Calculation of the return path

The path from source to destination in normal NI kernel is given by the DTL data
that configures the NI. However, the light NI is not programmable. Therefore it
can not be programmed and receive the return path 6 by the DTL control data.
This is the reason that there is a need for a mechanism to calculate the return path
in the light NI.
As it was discussed in previous chapter the TPG and TRA are both connected
to the same port of the master NI. Figure 5.9 shows the way TPG and TRA are
connected to NoC.
As it was depicted in Figure 5.8, in the request path the source is the TPG-TRA
block and the destination is the router-under-test. In the response path the source
is the router-under-test and the destination is the TPG-TRA block. It is obvious
that the only difference in request path and response path is that the order of
6
The return path is from the slave NI in the wrapper of the router-under-test to the master NI
attached to TPG-TRA.
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Figure 5.9: Connection of TPG-TRA to master NI port

routers in the path from source to destination is reversed. This means that the
request path is the bit reverse of the response path.
When a test packet containing test stimuli arrives to the wrapper, the request path
that is stored in the header of the packet can be extracted. The light NI by bitreversing this extracted path can calculate the response path. After calculation
of the response path by the light NI, it will be added in the header of the test
response packet.
But there is still a problem. The problem is that when the master NI is forming
the request path 7 , it does not insert its own Queueid 8 that the test stimuli packet
reside in its input queue. This is important because TPG and TRA are connected
to the same port number of the NI. Therefore the test response packet should also
be received in the same queue of the NI that the test stimuli packet were stored.
The difference is that test stimuli packet that should leave the NI are stored in the
input queue and the test response packet is stored the output queue of a specific
port of the NI. Therefore in the return path, the Queueid that the test response
packets should enter can not be known by bit-reversing the request path. In fact
by bit-reversing the request path only the return path through router network is
defined. As a result, the test response packet when arriving to the master NI, does
not know in the output queue of which port it should be stored.
For solving this problem we have to add one more step to calculate the return path
9.
7

Master NI in request path is the sending NI.
Since the TPG-TRA block is connected to port 1 of the master NI, the Queueid that should be
inserted in the path is ’00001’.
9
In this project the header format in first implementation of AEthereal is considered. In this format
the number of bits for Queueid selection is fixed. The first 22 bits of the header phit gives us the hops
through router network. The next 5 bits define the port of the receiving NI that the packet will be stored
in its queue.
8
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• First, the bit-reverse of first 22 bits of the path in header should be calculated.
The mechanism for bit-reversing will be explained in what follows. The bitreverse of first 22 bits of the path gives us the return path through the router
network.
• Second, 5 bits that define the Queueid of the receiving NI 10 will be concatenated to the end of reversed router hops that is obtained from the first step.
This 5 bits selects the queue that the data of the test response packet should
be stored in it.
In this project the fixed value for Queueid is considered to be ”00001”. This means
that the data of test response packets will be stored in the input queue of port
number 1 of the NI. Therefore the TPG-TRA should be connected to port number
1 of the NI. TPG will send data to input queue of port number 1 and TRA will
receive data from output queue of port number 1.
Bit-reversing mechanism is shown in an illustrative example in what follows. For
illustrating this example an alternative request and response path are chosen that
is depicted in Figure 5.10.a. In this figure, it is assumed that the request path from
TPG-TRA to the router-under-test is the path shown by line a. The response path
from router-under-test to TPG-TRA is shown by line b. The paths are chosen just
with the purpose to give a comprehensive illustration on bit reversing and return
path calculation.

(a) Path to router-under-test

(b) Connection of router ports

Figure 5.10: Path to the router-under-test and routers connections
10

Master NI
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Figure 5.10.b is showing the router’s connections to neighboring routers in a NoC
with a regular mesh-based topology such as AEtheral. Figure 5.10.b shows the
number of router’s ports and the way they are connected to each other in a meshbased topology. In this figure the left port of the router is assumed to be port
number 1, the up port is assumed to be port number 2, the right port to be port
number 3 and the down port to be port number 4.
Each port of the router is connected to one and only one other router. Moreover, it
is exactly defined that each port of the router is connected to which other port in
the next or previous router. For example, in regular mesh-based topology shown
in Figure 5.10.b, the pair of ports that are connected together and the way they
are connected is illustrated in Table 5.1:
Port1
Port2

P ort3
P ort4

input-output port connections
output1 → input3 output3 → input1
output2 → input4 output4 → input2

Table 5.1: Pair of connecting ports in a regular mesh-based topology

Based on the Table 5.1, we can define a definition for router port’s complement.
Definition: Each port of a router has a complement port. The complement of
each port of router is the one that the router port is connected to it in the router
network.
Therefore, the router port’s complement in AEthereal can be defined by looking
at Table 5.1. The complement of input ports is an output port. This is because
the input ports are connected only to an output port. The complement of output
ports is an input port, for the same reason.
In what follows first the way a packet will traverse the request path from source
to destination will be illustrated by the example shown in Figure 5.10.a. Second,
calculation of the response path in the light NI in two steps (by bit-reversing
the request path and concatenating Queueid ) is explained. Finally, the way test
response packet will traverse the response path will be demonstrated.
5.3.3.1

Traversing request path

In Figure 5.10.a, the request path from TPG-TRA to the router-under-test will be
defined by router hops plus the Queueid of the light NI in the wrapper around the
router-under-test. Therefore, the request path will be:
Request path = o3 o2 o2 o3 o3 o4 Queueid
The test packet will traverse this path until it reaches to the destination. The final
destination is the corresponding output queue of the light NI that its Queueid is
at the end of the path. Below it is explained how the packet reaches to destination
by traversing this path.
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In the request path depicted in Figure 5.10.a, when a test packet is sent to router1
in the path by the master NI, as the first hop in the path shows, it will be routed
to output3 of the router1 . As presented in Table ... the output3 is connected to the
input1 of the next router. Therefore, the test packet will be received from input1
of router2 in the path. In the router2 , by looking at the second hop in the path,
the test packet will be routed to output2 . Again as shown in Table ..., output2 is
connected to input4 of the next router. Therefore the packet will be received from
input4 of router3 in the path. In the same way, the test packet traverses hop3 ,
hop4 , hop5 and hop6 until it reaches to router6 in the path. At this point, the next
hop (which is the last one) defines to which output queue of the receiving NI the
packet should go. The light NI is the receiving NI and in light NI we have only
one input queue. Therefore the Queueid in the request path is ”00001” and the
test packet enters the output−queue1 of the light NI.
5.3.3.2

Calculating the return path

In the response path the light NI should build the return path. The return path
in the light NI will be built by in two steps:
(a) Reversing the router-hops. For reversing the router hops only the routerhops 11 in the request path will simply be reversed. In the above example we
have:
Router hops of Request path = o3 o2 o2 o3 o3 o4
For reversing the hops, the steps given below should be followed:
i. In the beginning, instead of output ports (that are given as hops in the
request path), the complement of corresponding input ports will be replaced in the path. Therefore when the complement of corresponding
input ports are replaced in the request path instead of output ports for
the hops, we have:
Replaced hops in Request path = i¯3 i¯2 i¯2 i¯3 i¯3 i¯4

ii. In this step, all the hops in the path from previous step will be reversed.
The result in the above example is:
⇒ i¯4 i¯3 i¯3 i¯2 i¯2 i¯3

iii. Based on the complement ports 12 , presented in Table 5.1, the complements are calculate and replaced in the path, as a result we have:
⇒ Reversed router hops = o2 o1 o1 o4 o4 o1
11
12

The first 22 bits.
The complement of an input port, is the output port that is connected to it in the NoC topology.
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The mechanism for reversing router hops shown in the above example can be
generalized for a path with N routers, as below:
Given router hops : h0 . . . hn−1
¯ . . . h¯0
Reversed router hops: hn−1
(b) Concatenating Queueid of the receiving NI. In this step, a fixed Queueid
with a known number of bits will be concatenated to the end of reversed bits.
The fixed Queueid is chosen to be ”00001”. This is because the TPG-TRA
core is connected to port1 of the NI. Therefore, in the above example the final
return path will be:
o2 o1 o1 o4 o4 o1 Queueid
In general the final request path will be:
¯ . . . h¯0 Queueid
hn−1
5.3.3.3

Traversing the return path

Test response packet will traverse the response path to reach to the TPG-TRA. In
the response path given above, the first hop is 02 that is connected to input4 of
the router5 . Therefore test response packet will be received via input4 of router5 .
The rest of the hops until sixth hop will be traversed the same until the packet
reaches to the router1 . At this point the next hop is the Queueid in the master
NI. Therefore the test response packets will be stored in the output queue of the
master NI.

5.3.4

End-to-End flow control in the light NI

In order to test a router, two connections should be made; request connection and
response connection. Request connection is from the master NI 13 to the Slave NI
The light NI in the wrapper around the router-under-test. The response connection
is from the light NI to Master NI.
TPG produces streaming test stimuli and feed it to the request connection. This
means that TPG is producing one bit of test stimuli in each clock cycle. TRA also
consume and analyze the test responses in a streaming fashion. Thus, it analyzes
one bit of test response in each clock cycle. Similar to test generation and analysis,
the test application to the router-under-test is in streaming fashion. In other words,
during test application one bit of test stimuli is applied to the router-under-test in
each cycle and after specific time, one bit of test response will be produced at each
cycle. Therefore, if the transportation of test data to/from the router-under-test
is also in streaming fashion, there is no need for end-to-end flow control. This is
because TPG and TRA are working with the same speed.
However, test stimuli and test response transportation can not be in streaming
fashion. Since the test packets are sent by BE connections, there is no guarantee
13

The attached NI to TPG-TRA
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in the arrival time of the test packets to the destination. Since the test data
14 transportation may not be in streaming fashion, there is a need for end-to-end
flow control in both connections; request and response. In what follows, the reason
that we need end-to-end flow control in each of the connections is explained in
more detail. But first an important remark is given about the data flow of BE
packets in AEthereal.
Remark: In AEtheral NoC, the BE packets are routed based on wormhole flow
control. As explained in chapter 2, in wormhole flow control flits are the units
of data transmission. Since the test packets are treated as BE packets, they are
transfered flit by flit. Therefore, in each transmission, there should be enough
space in destination for accepting one flit.
5.3.4.1

The reason for end-to-end flow control in request connection

The need for end-to-end flow control is demonstrated by an example. In this
example, it is assumed that the test stimuli is large enough that it can be divided
into number of flits. After receiving number of first flits, if the test responses are
not transfered on-time out of the light NI, the output queue of light NI, input
register, scan chain of the router-under-test and the output register become full.
In this situation master NI should wait until one flit of the test response 15 can be
delivered out of the light NI. As a result, the output register will send its contents
to the light NI, scan chain will scan-out its contents to the output register, input
register will scan-in its contents to the scan chain and light NI can send new test
stimuli messages to the input register. After three cycles of this process three words
will be loaded out of the light NI. Therefore there will be one flit space in the light
NI to receive the waiting test stimuli flit in the master NI.
The above example shows the reason we need to control the amount of available
space in the corresponding light NI to the router-under-test. In other words, this is
the reason that there should exist end-to-end flow control in the request connections
from the master NI 16 to the slave NI 17 .
5.3.4.2

The reason for end-to-end flow control in response connection

Each of the light NIs before sending the test response flits to the master NI 18 ,
should check the amount of space available in the attached NI to TPG-TRA. If
there is enough space in the master NI to accept one flit of data, the corresponding
light NI will send the flit. One may think that since TRA is consuming test responses in a streaming way, there is no need for controlling the amount of available
space in the master NI. But, even by considering one router-under-test at each
14

Test data means test stimuli or test response.
One flit of test response is equal to three phits of test reponse.
16
NI attached to the TPG-TRA
17
Corresponding light NIs to router-under-test.
18
attached NI to TPG-TRA

15
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time, we still need end-to-end flow control for response connections. Below there
is an example to show this fact.
When a flit of test response packet reaches to the master NI, after de-packetization
19 the words of the message will be stored in the output queue of the NI. TRA
will receive the test response message word by word from the output queue. TRA
consumes at each clock cycle one bit of the test response word. This means in order
to consume a 32 bit word test response Stored in the output queue of the attached
NI it needs 32 clock cycles. Therefore, in order to make a free space for accepting
a new flit in the output queue of the NI, TRA needs 32 × 3 = 96 clock cycles.
The de-packetization process in the attached NI to TPG-TRA also needs number
of clock cycles. But if the de-packetization process is done in a shorter time than
analyzing three words 20 of test response that are stored the output queue, the new
test response flit to be stored in the output queue will be ready earlier than a space
for accepting a flit in output queue becomes free. This issue can be illustrated with
an example.
Assume each entry in the output queue has the capacity to store a word with 32
bits. The output queue is considered to have 9 entries (equal to 3 flits). In the NI,
extracting a word of test response message out of a phit of flit of a test response
packet process 21 is assumed to take 5 clock cycles. it is assumed that the length
of a test response from a router-under-test is 15 words (equal to 5 flits). When the
first word is received and stored in the output queue, the TRA can start analyzing
the test response by receiving one bit of the test response word at each clock cycle.
Therefore after 32 clock cycles the first entry of the output queue will be free again.
But, before this happens two other words can be received and stored in the two
other free entries of the output queue in 10 clock cycles. At this point, there is still
22 clock cycles to pass in oder to first entity of output queue become free again.
Therefore one complete flit of the output port is occupied. After passing 30 more
clock cycles, the remaining 6 more entries of the output queue will be also full.
At this point the first entity of the output queue after 22 clock cycles has been
emptied again, but still there is no space to receive a complete flit. Therefore if at
this point the 4th flit of test response from the light NI arrives to the master NI,
there is no space in the output queue to store it. The light NI should wait for 56
32 × 3 = 96 clock cycles it last until the first flit in the output queue becomes
free. After 8 × 5 = 40 clock cycles the 8 remainder entities of the output queue
become full. Therefore the 4t h flit can be received after 96 − 40 = 56. more clock
cycles until the first flit in the queue becomes available. This example shows us
that the light NI of a router-under-test should have knowledge about the amount
of space that is available in the master NI.

19

extracting test message words out of the phits in the flit
One flit has three words(phits)
21
De-packetization process
20
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5.3.4.3

End-to-end flow control implementation

As mentioned in previous section, end-to-end flow control is realized by two counters; space counter in the sender NI and credit counter in the receiver NI. Space
counter in each NI, has the amount of free space in the receiver NI 22 . In other
words the space counter in the sender NI defines that how many flits the sender
NI can send to the receiver NI. The credit counter in each NI defines how many
flits have leaved the NI, therefore how much space has been freed. The credits of a
receiving NI are piggy backed in the response packet and sent to the sending NI. In
sender NI, the received credits from the receiver NI will be added to space counter
to calculate the new amount of available space in the receiver NI.
In the beginning, when a connection has to be established between sender NI and
receiver NI, the space counter in the sender NI should be initialized with the amount
of queue capacity in the receiver NI. This is defined by the number of flits that can
fit in the queue. Initialization of the space counter is done by programming the
NI.
At the end, when a connection has to be teared down between the two NIs, first
all credits of the receiver NI have to be received by the sender NI. This is because
after closing the connection, the space counter in the sending NI should have the
correct value of the amount of available space in the receiving NI. Otherwise the
next connection that will be established between the same sender NI and receiver
NI will be defected.
Now we consider the above mentioned points in end-to-end flow control in request
and response connections between attached NI to TPG-TRA (master NI) and a
light NI (slave NI).
(a) Request connection. In the request connection master NI is the sender NI
and slave NI is the receiver NI. Here, end-to-end flow control can be easily
realized. For this reason, first by programming the master NI, the space
counter in master NI will be initialized to a value equal to the capacity of the
queue in light NIs. The credits of the corresponding light NI is piggy backed
in the test response packets and is received by the master NI. Since there is
always a test response packet in order to respond to the test stimuli packet,
we are always sure that at the end the credits of the light NI will be received
by the master NI. This assures us that the request connection will be always
teared down at the end.
(b) Response connection. In response connection slave NI is the sender NI and
master NI is the receiver NI. In response connection, end-to-end flow control
can not be achieved as easy as in request connection. This is because of two
main reasons.
• First, the light NI is not programmable. Therefore, we can not initialize
the space counter in the light NI by programming it.
22

Remote NI.
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• Second, the last credits of the master NI (that here is the receiver NI)
may not be received by the light NI (that here is the sender NI). In order
to send the credits of the master NI to the light NI, they have to be piggybacked in test stimuli packets. Therefore, when the packets of test stimuli
are finished and there is no test stimuli packets to be sent to the light NI,
the credits can not be transferred to the light NI of router-under-test. In
this way the corresponding light NI does not have the correct information
about the amount of available space in the master NI.
The two issues related to end-to-end flow control in response connection can
be fixed as follow.
• To fix the first problem, the space counter in the Light NI can be initialized at reset time. At reset time, we can initialize the space counter to a
constant value M. The queue capacity in the master NI should be equal
or greater than M. For this reason the space-table-ctrl module in the NI
should be modified as it is shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Initialization of space counter in light NI
• To fix the second problem, we should make sure that the credits in the
attached NI to TPG-TRA will be transfered to the light NI. This can be
done by sending an empty packet from the attached NI to TPG-TRA to
the light NI that only contains a header with piggy-backed credits. In
other words a packet that has only a header will be sent from master
NI to the light NI. In this way, the last credits of the master NI can be
received by the light NI. Therefore, response connection can be closed.
Due to above mentioned, in light NI after adding the received credits to the
value of space counter, it should compare the value of space counter with the
maximum value of space counter 23 . If space counter becomes equal to the
maximum value, then there is a chance that the router can go out of test
mode. But this can be decided only by the test block.
23

The value that space counter was initialized to. This value is equal to M as discussed in section ...
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The test block that knows when the whole test process is finished and the test
process is finished after testing the internal flip-flops and the combinational
logic part. Therefore, when current space value becomes equal to the initial
space value, the light NI sends a signal may-ready to the test block. Then, in
test block if it is the end of test process and the may-ready signal is High, the
test block makes the signal ready ”1” that is the output of the wrapper. The
signal ready of each wrapper around a router, defines if the wrapper test is
finished or not. If the test is finished, its corresponding ready signal becomes
one. All of the ready signals corresponding to wrappers will form a vector.
The vector size is equal to the number of routers in NoC and will be as input
to the high-level scheduler. A router can go out of test mode by the highlevel scheduler only when its ready signal is ”1”. Otherwise if the high-level
scheduler changes the test mode of a router, before its corresponding light NI
receives all the credits, the light NI can not receive the final credits from the
master NI. Therefore, the space counter in the light NI will have an in-valid
value.

5.4

The test block

From the overall functioning of the wrapper explained in previous section, one can
understand that the test block is responsible for producing control signals. More
over test block has the responsibility for timing the wrapper. In other words, test
block should control at each time what has to be done. Figure 5.12. shows the
top level design of the test block. As it is depicted in the figure, there is a state
register that defines the state of the test block. First the interface of the test block
(input/output ports) to the rest of the block in the wrapper will be explained.
Second, The test block behavior in different steps of testing is illustrated and at
the end the test block implementation is given.

5.4.1

Test block interface

The inputs to the test block are:
• Clock. The input clock signal of the test block is derived from the clock
signal of the wrapper.
• Reset. The input reset signal of the test block is derived from the reset signal
of the wrapper.
• Valid-test-data. This signal is sent from light NI to the test block in order
to notify the test block that a test stimuli message is ready to be sent to the
test block. Whenever this input signal is high the test block understands that
there is a test stimuli word ready to be sent by the light NI to test block.
• Accept-test-response. This signal is sent from the light NI to the test block
to inform the test block that the test response has been received and accepted
by the light NI.
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Figure 5.12: The test block

• May-ready. This signal is sent by light NI to the test block whenever the
light NI receives an empty packet that contains only credits.24
• Test-data-in. Test-data-in is a bus with width equal to a word. It sends the
words of test stimuli message from the light NI to the test block.
• Test-response-from. Test-response-from is also a word wide bus. It transfers the test response words from the output register to the test block.
The outputs from the test block are:
• Accept-test-data. This is a control signal and active value of this signal is
”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
24

This is a sign that maybe the test process is finished.
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• Valid-test-response. This is a control signal and active value of this signal
is ”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
• Serial-out. This is a control signal and active value of this signal is ”1” and
in-active value is ”0”.
• Serial-in. This is a control signal and active value of this signal is ”1” and
in-active value is ”0”.
• Parallel-load-in-input-reg. This is a control signal and active value of this
signal is ”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
• Parallel-load-out-input-reg. This is a control signal and active value of
this signal is ”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
• Parallel-load-in-output-reg. This is a control signal and active value of
this signal is ”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
• Parallel-load-out-output-reg. This is a control signal and active value of
this signal is ”1” and in-active value is ”0”.
• Scan-enable. This is a control signal and active value of this signal is ”1”
and in-active value is ”0”.
• Hold. This is a control signal and active value of this signal is ”0” and
in-active value is ”1”.
• Ready. This signal is active when it is ”1” and inactive when it is ”0”. When
this signal is active, it shows that the test process of the router is finished.
This signal will be sent to the hight-level scheduler.
• Test-response-out. It is a word wide bus that transfers test response words
from the test block to the light NI.
• Test-data-to. This is also a word wide bus that transfers the words of the
test stimuli from the test block to the input register.

5.4.2

Test block behavior

Test block control the timing and activity in the wrapper by activating proper
control signals at proper times. There are three groups of control signals.
• Control signals to be sent to the light NI. Accept-test-data and validtest-response are two signals that are produced by the test block and sent to
the light NI. They are one part of handshaking signals between light NI and
test block in order to send and receive data. When light NI has test data
ready to send to the test block , it activate the valid-test-data signal (that is
the input of the test block). Whenever the test block receives the test data it
activates the accept-test-data in order to indicate that it has received the test
data.
On the other side, for sending the test response to the light NI, whenever
the test response is ready to be sent to the light NI the test block activates
the valid-test-response signal. After the light NI receives the test response it
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sends an acknowledge signal as accept-test-response to the test block. After
the test block receives the active accept-test-response signal, it deactivates the
valid-test-response signal.
• Control signals for shift registers. There are two shift registers in the
wrapper design. One at one of the inputs of the router-under-test and one at
one of the outputs of the router-under-test. There is a single register-module
that can function as the input shift register or as the output shift register.
Only by receiving proper control signals at each time the shift register can
have the correct functionality, either as input shift register or output shift
register.
If the register-module is an input shift register, it will act as a parallel to
serial converter. It receives parallel data and sends it out bit by bit. If the
register-module is an output shift register, it will act as a serial to parallel
converter. It receives data bit by bit and it send the data out in parallel after
number of clock cycles.
The test block in order to define the functionality of each instance of the
register-module produces 6 control signals as input to this register-module.
– Serial-out. When serial-out signal is active, the content stored in the
register will be sent out bit by bit.
– Serial-in. When scan-in signal is active, it receives one bit as input at a
each clock cycle.
– Parallel-load-in-input-reg. By activating this signal parallel data will
be loaded into the register as input register.
– Parallel-load-out-input-reg. Activating this signal leads to load out
parallel data from the register as input register.
– Parallel-load-in-output-reg. The same as parallel-load-in-input-reg,
this signal also enables loading parallel data to the register, but as output
register.
– Parallel-load-out-output-reg. The same as parallel-load-out-inputreg, this signal also enables loading out parallel data from the register,
but this time as output register.
• Control signals sent to the router-under-test. Scan-enable and hold
are the two signals that are sent to the router-under-test. When scan-enable
signal is active, the internal flip-flops of the router convert to scan flip flops
and form the scan chain in the router.
Hold signal is an active-low signal, which means when it is active it is ”0”. As
depicted in Figure 5.6, the hold signal will be Anded by the clock signal and
produces an internal clock signal in the wrapper named as clock-w. Clock-w
is used as clock signal for the router-under-test, the input-register and the
output-register. Therefore, whenever the hold signal becomes active (”0”),
the clock-w signal becomes ”0”. The router-under-test and the registers at
input and output of the router-under-test are all working with rising-edge of
their input clock signal. Therefore, when their input clock signal (clock-w)
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becomes ”0”, their functionality will be halted until they receive a risingedge again. In other words, the registers and the internal flip-flops in the
router-under-test will hold their current content until the hold signal become
deactivated (becomes ”1”) again.
For activating proper control signals at proper times, the test block should know
at each time that at which step of testing procedure are we. The test procedure
is composed of 6 sequential steps. Meaning that they should keep their order. In
what follows the sequence of steps and the control signals that should be activated
at each step are explained.
(a) Inserting sequential test stimuli to the scan chains of the router. First the
test message should be received from light NI and accept-test-data becomes
active. Afterward, control signals that should be activated are :
• Parallel-load-in-input-reg signal to enable loading test stimuli in the input
register.
• Serial-out signal in order to activate parallel-to-serial mode of the register
placed at input port of the router-under-test.
• Scan-enable signal in order to enable test stimuli insertion to the scan
chains of the router-under-test.
(b) scanning out the sequential test response from scan chains of the router. Control signals that should be activated are:
• Scan-enable signal should be active in order to be able to scan out the
contents of the scan chains of the router-under-test.
• Serial-in signal has to be active to enable serial-to-parallel mode of the
register that is placed at the output of the router-under-test.
• Parallel-load-out-input-reg signal enables loading the test response in
pieces of word.
• Valid-test-response signal, informs the light NI that there is a data (test
response) to be sent to the light NI in order to get packetized.
(c) inserting sequential data for initialization to scan chains of the router. In this
step like the first step after receiving the data in for of message from the light
NI, the accept-test-data should become active. Other required active control
signals are:
• Parallel-load-in-input-reg signal to load the test data to the input register.
• Serial-out signal to activate parallel-to-serial mode at the input register.
• Scan-enable signal to enable scanning in initialization data to the scan
registers of the router-under-test.
(d) Sending parallel data to one of the functional inputs of the router. At this
step test stimuli should be sent to the functional port of the router in order to
test the combinational logic part. Therefore, like step 1, first the test stimuli
should be received from the light NI and the accept-test-data signal should
become active to acknowledge the light NI that the test stimuli has been
received. Other control signals that should be activated at this step are:
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• Parallel-load-in-input-reg signal to enable loading of the parallel test stimuli to the input register.
• Parallel-load-out-input-reg signal to enable loading out of parallel data
from the register that is at input port of the router-under-test to the
functional input of the router.
(e) Receiving parallel data from one of the functional outputs of the router. Similar to the previous step the required active control signals in this step are:
• Parallel-load-in-output-reg signal enables loading parallel test response
(related to testing the combinational part) from functional output port
of the router-under-test to the register at the output port.
• Parallel-load-out-output-reg signal should be activated to enable loading
out the test response from the output register to the light NI.
• Valid-test-response signal also should be activated to inform the light NI
that a test data is ready to be sent to the light NI to get packetized.
(f) Scanning out the sequential test stimuli from the scan chains of the router.
Control signals that should be activated at last step are:
• Scan-enable signal should be active at this step in order to be able to
scan out the content of the scan chains of the router-under-test.
• Serial-in signal enables serial-to-parallel mode of the output register.
• Parallel-load-out-input-reg signal enables to load out the parallel test response (that is the contents of the internal flip-flops after test stimuli
application) from the output register to the light NI.
• Valid-test-response signal should become active at this step to notify the
light NI that test response is ready to be sent to light NI for packetization.
Moreover, If testing the router-under-test is in one of the steps of 1,2,3 or 6, there
is a need to take care of continuity of the test data either if it is test stimuli or test
response. This is the test block responsibility to keep the sequential test stimuli
and test response like streaming data. This is needed only in phases that we are
sending or receiving data to the scan chains. For this reason the test block has a
control signal names as ’hold’.
As mentioned before the test stimuli should be transported in packets. The test
packets are transported in NoC using BE connections which the arrival time of the
packets are not known. Therefore, there may exist interrupts in between different
segments of the test stimuli that are transported by different flits of the packet 25 .
When receiving a test stimuli to scan chains or sending a test response from the
scan chains starts, if in the middle there is an interrupt in receiving of test stimuli,
the ’hold’ signal should become activate . The ’hold’ stays active until the next
part of test stimuli arrives (or next part of test response can be transferred).
25

BE packets in AEthereal are using wormhole routing
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5.4.3

Test block implementation

As it is depicted in Figure 5.12, the test block is responsible for activating control
signals and transferring the test-data-in to test-data-to and test-response-from to
test-response-out at proper time. The proper time for these thing to happen is
decided by the control part of the test block.
5.4.3.1

Control counters and signals

There are 3 counters in the design for controlling the amount of inserted test stimuli
or the amount of test response that has been scanned out. The controlling counters
are:
• Bit-counter-in. It counts the number of bits in a word to understand when
the word is completely sent to the scan chain. The maximum possible value
of this counter is the number of bits that exist in a word of test message (32).
• Bit-counter-out. It counts the number of bits in a word to understand when
the word is completely received from the scan chain.
• Test-pattern-word-counter. This counter counts the number of words that
exist in the current test pattern that is either sent to the scan chain or to the
functional input of the router-under-test. The number of words that a test
pattern has, should be defined by the TPG and given to the wrapper by using
Generics. When this counter reaches its maximum number that is the real size
of a test pattern in words, it means that the scanning in procedure has been
finished. The maximum value of this counter (number-of-test-pattern-words)
is given by Generics to the design.
• Scan-chain-word-counter. This counter counts the number of words in the
scan chain that has received test stimuli or, when scanning out, the number
of words in scan chain that the data has been scanned out. When this counter
reaches to its maximum number it means that the scan chain in the routerunder-test is full and is ready to scan out the data words. The maximum
value of this counter (number-of-scan-chain-words) is given by Generics to
the design.
There are also two internal control signals in the test block that defines at each
time if the input and output registers are empty or not.
• Reg-in-empty. This signal shows if the input register is empty or full.
• Reg-out-empty. This signal defines whether the output register is full or
empty.
If one of the signals above is set to ”1”, it means that the corresponding register is
empty. When the register is full the corresponding signal is set to ”0”. The input
register and the output register, both have one word capacity. The way that they
become full or empty is explained in more detail in section (shift register). These
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two signals are registered and at rising edge of each clock cycle they can receive a
new value. In the beginning with the reset signal, at the rising edge of clock, they
will be initialized to ”1” which means initially the registers are empty.
5.4.3.2

Control block

The control block is a Mealy state machine. The state machine, based on the input
signals from the light NI, contents of the internal control counters, internal control
signals and the current state, decides which control signals have to be activated
and what is the next state of the state machine.
With the reset signal the state machine enters to the state 1. It will remain at state
1 until the test block receives the first active valid-test-data input signal from the
light NI. The first valid-test-data signal defines the beginning of the test procedure.
After receiving the first valid-test-data signal the state machine will turn on. At
each state of the Mealy machine it is known that at which of the 6 steps of testing
we are. Therefore the corresponding control signals to that step of testing will be
produced in the corresponding sate of the Mealy machine.
The block digram of state transition in the proposed Mealy machine is depicted in
Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: The block diagram of the state machine
As depicted in Figure 5.13. The state machine is composed of 14 states. The first
7 states of the state machine are related to the first phase of router test which
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is testing internal flip-flops of the router-under-test. This phase of testing consist
of scanning-in the test stimuli to the scan chain and scanning-out the contents of
scan-chain.
The states 8 to 10 are related to inserting an initialization vector to the scan chain
of the router. States 11 is the state to receive and load the parallel test stimuli
to the functional input port of the router-under-test. State 12 is the state that
the parallel test response is received from one of the functional output ports of the
router and sent to the output register. State 13 and 14 are the states that the
contents of scan chain in the router-under-test after applying the test stimuli, will
be scanned-out.
In what follows, the necessary control signals that become activate in each state
transition and the state transitions in each state are explained.
(a) State 1. This is the starting state of the machine. At this state, test block
is waiting to receive the first valid-test-data signal from the light NI. This
means that, the state machine will remain at this state until it receives an
active valid-test-data signal. In case a valid-test-data signal is received, the
state machine starts working and will go to next state, State 2.
When a valid-test-data signal is not received yet, the state machine is not
working yet, because this means there is no test stimuli received by the wrapper yet. Therefore, there is no control signal that should be activated at this
point.
At the time that valid-test-data is received it means that the first test stimuli
word is ready to be received from the light NI. Since, it is the starting state
of the state machine and the first word of test stimuli is being received, we
can be sure that the input register is empty. Therefore the ready test stimuli
word from the light NI can be loaded to the input register. But the next clock
cycle the input register should not be empty. The control signals that should
change value are:
• Parallel-load-in-input-reg-next. This signals should become active to
be able to load the ready test data to the input register.
• Accept-test-data-next. This signal becomes active to acknowledge the
light NI that it has received the data.
• Reg-in-empty-next. This signal becomes ”0”, to show that the next
clock cycle the input register is not empty anymore.
• Test-pattern-word-counter. This counter should be incremented by
one. Because at this point one word of test pattern has been received.
(b) State 2. This state is the scanning-in state. In other words, it is for transferring test stimuli to the scan chains. Whenever a new test stimuli word that
should be sent to scan chains of the router is received the next state is state
2. Therefore, the state machine is at different parts of the scanning-in process
is in this state. In other words, when state machine is in state 2, we can be
at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of scan-in process.
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In the process of scanning-in one word of test stimuli, one bit at a time will be
scanned-in to the scan chain. For this reason the control signals that should
be activated are:
• Serial-out-next. This signal becomes ”1” to enable parallel to serial
mode of the input register.
• Scan-enable-next. This signal becomes ”1” to enable scan mode of
internal flip-flops of the router and form the scan chain.
• Count-scan-bit-next. This counter has to increment by one. Because
one bit of the test stimuli word that is stored in the input register is being
scanned-in to scan chain.
the next state will be again state 2, until count-scan-bit = 32 (number of bits
in a test stimuli word). At this point three different values should be checked
to decide what are the active control signals and state in next clock cycle.
The values are :
• Test-pattern-word-counter.
• Scan-chain-word-counter.
• Valid-test-data signal.
The counter test-pattern-word-counter, can define if the scan-in process has
reached to end or if it is still in the beginning or in the middle. If the content
of the counter is not equal to the maximum number of test pattern words,
then it means that the scan-in process is still in the beginning or in the middle.
It means that there is still test stimuli words to expect.
When the test block is in the beginning or in the middle of scan-in process,
it can still expect new test stimuli words to be received by the light NI.
Therefore, still in this state the valid-test-data should be checked. If validtest-data is ”1”, it means there is a new test stimuli word ready by the light
NI to be sent to the test block. In this case the next state is again state 2,
because a new test stimuli word is ready to be accepted.
If valid-test-data signal is ”0”, it means the next word of test stimuli is is not
ready (the test packet containing it has not been arrived yet). Therefore the
scan chain of the router and the shift register at the input should be halted, so
they keep their current value. Therefore the hold signal should become active
(”0”). Moreover hold signal should stay active until an active valid-test-data
signal is received. Therefore the next state is state 3 which is the wait state
for valid-test-data.
When we are still in the beginning or middle of the scan-in process, if scanchain-word-counter has its maximum value, it means that the scan chain has
been already fulled. But the test pattern has not been finished yet. Therefore,
the next state test block should be able to scan-out test response (in order to
make space for the new bits of test stimuli)and at the same time scan-in the
new bits of test stimuli. This state will be state 7.
If the content of the test-pattern-word-counter reaches to the maximum number of words that the current test pattern has, test block understands that it
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the the end of scan-in process and next state is either state 4 or state 6. In
this case, there is no need to check valid-test-data signal anymore. Because
there is no other test stimuli words to be received.
The condition that decide whether the next state is state 4 or state 6 is the
content of scan-chain-word-counter. If the scan-chain-word-counter is equal
to the maximum number of words in the scan chain, it means that the scan
chain is full. Therefore, the next clock cycle a valid test response will be
shifted out from the scan chain. In this case the next state is state 4, which
is the scanning-out state.
If the scan-chain-word-counter has not reached its maximum value, it means
that the scanned-in data has not filled the scan chain. Therefore, if we try to
scan-out data the next clock cycle, the test response bit that is scanned-out
is not valid. This means that first, the contents of the scan chain should
be shifted until they reach to the end of scan chain and then they can be
scanned-out as valid test response. State 6, is the state that just shifts the
contents of the scan chain toward the scan-out pin. Therefore, in this case
the next state is state 6.
When test-pattern-word-counter = maximum-number: 1. When scan-chainword-counter = maximum-number 2. When scan-chain-word-counter ¡¿
maximum-number
(c) State 3. This state is the state that waits for the next test stimuli word during
scanning-in process. The only condition that will be checked is whether validtest-data is ”1” or not. If it is ”1” the next state of the state machine will be
state 2 to scan-in the new test word that is ready. But if the valid-test-data
is not active, the next state will be state 3 again.
At the time of waiting for valid-test-data, the hold-next control signal, should
be active (”0”), shift-input-reg-next and scan-enable-next should be de-active
”0”. Hence the scanning-in process from input shift register to the scan chain
of the router-under-test will be halted. By activating hold, the scan chain and
input register can hold their contents unchanged until the next word of test
stimuli arrives.
(d) State 4. In this state the contents of the scan chain will be scanned-out and
shifted to the output shift register. But if the number-of-test-pattern-words is
greater than the number-of-scan-chain-words, it means that although the scan
chain is full but there are more test stimuli words waiting to be scanned-in to
the scan chain. Therefore, in this case the scan chain should have the ability
of both scan-in and scan-out at the same time.
When the number-of-test-pattern-words is greater than the number-of-scanchain-words, two different scenarios may happen. Either the test-patternword-counter has reached to its maximum possible value or it has not. If it
has reached to the maximum value, it means that the test stimuli has finished
and the last test stimuli word is in the input shift register while the scan chain
in full. But if the test-pattern-word-counter has not reached to its maximum
possible value, it means in addition to the test stimuli bits that are already
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in scan chain and in input shift register, test block should expect more to
come. Therefore, at this situation, test block should still check for an active
valid-test-data signal.
Moreover in all scenarios explained above, it should always be checked if the
output register has enough space for receiving the next test response bit or
not. In other words if the reg-out-empty is ”1” or not.
The two main conditions that should be checked first are checking the value
of test-pattern-word-counter and checking if the output register has enough
space or not. In different combination of these 2 conditions we may need to
check other conditions such as if (the number-of-test-pattern-words is greater
than the number-of-scan-chain-words). When the test-pattern-word-counter
has not been reached to its maximum value, we do not need to check the
condition if the number-of-test-pattern-words is greater than the number-ofscan-chain-words. Because the scan chain is already full but test pattern has
not been finished. Therefore, it is already obvious that the number-of-testpattern-words is greater than the number-of-scan-chain-words.
The states that the test block can enter after this state are:
• State8: When, the test block is sure that the scanning-out process of first
phase of test (testing the internal flip-flops) is finished, the next state
will be S8. It can realize the end of scan-out process by checking the
value of test-pattern-word-count-out. If this counter has the value equal
to number-of-test-pattern-words, it means that the whole phase of testing
internal flip-flops has been finished.
• State 5: The state machine will enter to state 5 (wait state for output
register becoming empty), in two different cases. First, is when the output
register is full (reg-out-empty = ”0”).
When the last bit of the current test response word has been scanned-out
and shifted in to the output shift register. At this point we are sure that
the output register is full. At this point if the test-pattern-word-count-out
counter has not reached to its maximum value, it means there are more
test response words to be scanned-out. Therefore the second situation
that the next state from state 4 is to enter state 5 is here. Because, at
this situation the test block is sure that the output register is full, but
there are more test response words that should be shifted in to the output
register. Therefore, test block should enter to state of wait for emptying
output register.
• State4: The scanning-out process from the scan chain and shifting-in to
the output shift register is done in state 4, bit by bit. At each clock cycle
only one bit of a test response word will be inserted to the output shift
register. Therefore after 32 (the number of bits in a word) clock cycles
the output register will be full and its contents should be loaded out in
parallel to the light NI. This means that for 32 clock cycles the state
machine should be in state 4 that is the scanning-out state. To check
whether a test word has been completely scanned-out or not we can use
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the scan-bit-counter. If it has not reached 32 (the number of bits in a
word), the next state is again state 4. But if it has reached the value 32,
it means that the complete word has been scanned-out and the next state
is either S5, S7 or S8 (depending on whether the test pattern words are
finished or not and if the test response words are finished or not).
• State7: When the test pattern is not finished yet, the test block expects
to receive more test stimuli words. Therefore when a whole test response
word has scanned-out from scan chain to the output register, the test
block knows that as the output register has been fulled the input register
has been emptied. Because, as the test response bits were being scannedout from the scan chain the test stimuli bits (from the input register) were
being scanned-in to the scan chain. Thus we should wait until a new test
stimuli word is received from the light NI. Otherwise, if we continue the
scanning process, since there is no valid test stimuli word in the input
register to be scanned-in to the scan chain, the test will be corrupted.
Thus the next state should be the state that waits for a new test stimuli
word (valid-test-data = ”1”), in the middle of scanning-out process. This
state is state 7.
(e) State 5. State 5 is the wait state for the output register to become empty
again, in order to continue the scan-out process. Therefore, in this state the
test block is waiting to receive an active accept-test-response. The active
accept-test-response signal is a sign that the light NI has accepted the test
response word and the output register has become empty. Therefore, until
accept-test-response is ”0”, it means that output register is not empty yet
and the next state has to be state 5 again. At this situation the hold signal
should be activated, so the scan chain and input/output registers preserve
their current contents. Moreover the control signals serial-out of input register
and serial-in of output register should be deactivated.
When an active (”1”) accept-test-response signal has been received, the next
state will be state 4, in order to continue the scan-out process. At this point
the reg-out-empty control signal should become ”1”, as a sign that the output
register is empty again. The control signals hold, serial-in and serial-out will
keep their current values that is halting the scan process. Because only after
going to state 4, the scan process should be turned on again.
(f) State 6. This state is the state that the contents of the scan chain will be
shifted toward the output without receiving any new test data from scan-in
pin. This is needed whenever the number-of-scan-chain-words is bigger than
the number-of-test-pattern-words. In this situation, the test pattern will finish
but the scan chain is not fulled yet. Therefore the number of shifts that are
needed until the first bit of test response reaches to the output pin is:
numberof shif ts = (numberof scanchainwords − numberof testpatternwords)×32
This means that for number-of-shift times the next state should be state 6
again. The number of shifts that has been done at each time can be calculated
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using the same bit-counter that was used for scanning-in bits. During these
number-of-shift times the control signals that should be active or inactive are:
• Scan-enable-next. This signal should be active. So each of the internal
flip-flops of the router that form the scan chain, shift their contents to
the next flip-flop in the scan chain.
• Serial-out. This signal should be inactive. Because the test stimuli has
been finished and there is no more bits that should be inserted to the
scan-in pin. Therefore, by inactivating this signal, the input shift register
does not send serial data to the scan-in pin anymore.
• Hold. This signal at the time that the scan chain is being shifted should
be inactive (”1”).
After the counter value reaches to the number-of-shifts, the next state should
be state 4 (scanning-out state). At this time the active and inactive control
signals are:
• Scan-enable-next. Since the next state is also scanning-out the contents
of the scan chain. Therefore, this signal needs to be active again.
• Shift-input-reg-next. This signal should be inactive again, since there
is no new bits of test stimuli to be inserted to scan-in pin.
• Hold. Since at this point the test responses should be scanned-out to
the output register, first the test block should make sure that the output
register has enough space. Therefore, the hold signal should be active, so
the flip-flops of the scan chain keep their current value.
(g) State 7. In this state the test block is waiting to receive an active valid-testdata, while it is in the middle of scanning-out process. The test block enters
this state only if the test pattern is bigger than the scan chain and at the
scanning-out process, new test stimuli bits should also be scanned-in.
Until the valid-test-data = ”0”The next state will be again state 7 and the
scan process is halted which means the active and in-active control signals
are:
•
•
•
•

Hold-next is active.
Serial-in-next is in-active.
Scan-enable-next is in-active.
Serial-out-next is in-active.

When an active valid-test-data is received, the new test stimuli word will be
received in the input register and the next state will be state 4, to continue
the scan process. The control signals to receive the new test stimuli word in
input register are :
•
•
•
•

Parallel-load-in-input-reg-next is active.
Accept-test-data-next is active.
Test-pattern-word-counter is incremented by one.
Reg-in-empty-next is set to ’0’, to show that the input register is not
empty anymore.
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At this point the test response words will be transferred to the light NI, get packetized and sent to the TRA. If the internal flip-flops are faulty, the TRA will
recognize it at this phase and the router will be marked as faulty. In case the routerunder-test fails the test at this phase, there is no need to test the combinational
logic part of the router. Therefore the test process of the router-under-test will be
terminated. The test termination is done by adding the id of the router-under-test
to the list of defected routers and by ending the test mode of the wrapper.
If the internal flip-flops are fault free the router-under-test passes this phase of test
and it will continue to next phase of test process that is testing combinational logic
part of the router-under-test. For this reason, it receives the next test data that
is an initialization vector. The initialization test vector should be inserted to the
scan chain of the router-under-test.
Therefore, after state 7, if the wrapper around the router-under-test receives a
un-active test mode signal, it means that the internal flip-flops were faulty. But
if after state 7 the wrapper stays at test mode and receive a new test packet, it
means that the router-under-test has passed the first phase of test. The test packet
that is received contains the initialization vector for internal flip-flops.
In what follows the rest of the states of the Mealy machine will be explained.
(a) State 8.From the above mentioned, The test block knows that if after state
7 it receives a new test stimuli word, the test stimuli word is for internal flipflop initialization and it should be scanned-in to the scan chain. Therefore
the state 8 of the state machine in test block will be again the waiting state
to receive the first word of initialization vector. State 8 is exactly the same
as state 1. Both of them are the waiting states to receive the first word of
the test data that should be scanned-in to the scan chain later. The only
difference between these two states is the next state that the state machine
should enter after them. The next state of state 8, is state 9.
(b) State 9.In state 9 the first word of initialization vector that is loaded to
the input register should be serialized and scanned-in to the scan chain of the
router-under-test. Therefore state 9 is almost equal to state 2. In both of these
states the test data word that is in the input register should be scanned-in to
the scan chain, while there is a possibility to receive a new test data word.
One major difference between state 9 and state 2 is that, in state 9 the test
data that is being scanned-in to scan chain in the test vector for initialization
the scan chain. Therefore the number of bits of test vector is exactly the same
as number of bits in the scan chain. However, this was not the case in state 2.
In state 2 the test stimuli pattern can have smaller, equal or bigger size than
the scan chain. Therefore, in state 2 there was a need to differentiate between
the three cases that test stimuli pattern was smaller,equal or bigger than the
scan chain. But in state 9 there is no need for such differentiation. Another
difference between these two states is the next state that they will enter. State
9 after scanning-in the complete initialization vector to the scan chain should
enter to a state that waits to receive the first word of combinational-test-
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stimuli. This state is state 11. State 9 will enter state 10, when there is a
need to wait for receiving the next test vector word for initializing the scan
chain.
(c) State 10. The wait state for receiving the next test vector word is state 10
which is equal to state 3. Only their next states are different. State 10 after
receiving the new test vector word will return to state 9 for scanning-in the
new test vector bits.
(d) State 11. In state 11 the test block is waiting to receive the only test stimuli
word that should be applied to one of the functional inputs of the routerunder-test. The test stimuli that should be applied to the functional input
is only one word. It has the size equal to the size of functional ports of the
router. Therefore in state 11 the state machine is waiting for valid-test-data
signal to receive the first and only word of expected test stimuli. Until validtest-data is inactive (”0”), the next state is again state 11. When an active
valid-test-data is received the next state will be state 12.
(e) State 12. In state 12, the test response of combinational logic test will be
received from one of the functional output ports of the router-under-test. In
this state the test block is sure that the output register is completely empty.
This is due to the fact that the previous data that was stored in output register
was the test response of testing internal flip-flops. The test block is sure that
this data has been loaded out from the output register. Because this data had
to be checked first by the TRA, in order to test block to receive the test data
related to testing the combinational logic part. Therefore in this state the
test block should just activate the control signals for parallel loading the test
response to the output register and then parallel loading out the contents of
the output register to the light NI. Therefore the control signals that should
be activated are:
• parallel-load-in-output-reg
• parallel-load-out-output-reg
• valid-test-response
The output register will not be signed as full, because at the same clock cycle
that the data is being transferred to the output register, it is also being loaded
out from the output register. The next state after this state will be state 13
for scanning-out the content of the scan chain again.
(f) State 13. State 13 is almost similar to state 4. Both of them are states that
the contents of the scan chain will be scanned-out and inserted to the output
register. In state 13 the contents of the scan chain after the test stimuli is
applied to the combinational logic part, will be scanned-out. Therefore, in
this state, the test block is sure that while it is scanning out the contents of
the scan chain, there is no new data that has to be scanned-in to the scan
chain. When the scanning-out process in this state finishes the state machine
will return to the first state (state 1) again. If in the middle of scanning-out,
the output register becomes full, then the state machine should enter to a
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state that waits for output register to become empty again. This state is
state 14.
(g) State 14. State 14 is the state that the test block should wait for an active accept-test-response signal from the light NI. Receiving this active signal
means that the light NI has accepted the test response word that was ready
in the output register and the output register has become empty. In this case
the next state will be state 13.

5.4.4

Initialization of the test block

With receiving an active reset signal, the test block will initialize its control signals
and its counters. In the initialization the control signals will be initialized to their
inactive value and the counters will be initialized all to 0. The state register will
be initialized to state 1.

5.5

The shift registers

The shift register module can act as input register (at the input port of routerunder-test) or output register (at the output port of router-under-test). The capacity of the registers is one word (32 bits). This register can have 3 different
operational mode:
• Parallel-to-serial converter. In this mode, it receives parallel data but the
output is sent out bit by bit. For having this operational mode the control
signals parallel-load-in-input-reg and serial-out should be active. This mode
is useful only in the input register in the wrapper.
After receiving first word of test stimuli the input register becomes full (regin-empty = ”0”). When we are in scanning-in steps of the testing, the input
register only becomes empty after all the stimuli bits are shifted out of the
shift register. Considering the size of the input register is 32 bits, this will
take 32 clock cycles. Because one bit of the test stimuli that is in the input
register will be shifted out at each clock cycle. Count-bit-in keeps track of
number of bits of test stimuli that has been shifted out from the input register
and scanned-in to the scan chain of the router-under-test. Therefore whenever
the counter count-bit-in has the value equal to 32, it means that the input
register has been emptied again. Therefore whenever count-bit-in become 32,
the reg-in-empty can be set to ”1” again.
• Simple register. This mode can happen both in input register and in the
output register. In this mode the parallel data will be loaded in the register
and the next clock cycle the parallel data will be loaded out of register. The
control signals that should be active in this mode can be from two sets.
(a) Set one.Parallel-load-in-input-reg and parallel-load-out-input-reg should
be active together.
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(b) Set two.Parallel-load-in-output-reg and Parallel-load-out-output-reg
should be active at the same time.
• Serial-to-parallel converter. This mode is used in the output register.
In this mode the data is received bit-by-bit, and after the complete word is
received, the complete word is loaded out of the register. The signals serial-in
and parallel-load-out-output-reg should be active in this mode.
The output register the same as input register is initially empty. But in the
output register, at the scanning-out steps, the test response enters the output
register serially (one bit at each cycle). Therefore, Considering a 32 bits
output register, it will have enough space to receive serial test response for 32
continuous bits. This means that the output register after receiving 32 bits
of serial test response that takes 32 clock cycles will be full (reg-out-empty
= ”0”). The counter count-bit-out keeps track of number of test response
bits that are scanned-out from the scan chain of the router to the output
register. Therefore whenever count-bit-out becomes 32 the output register
becomes full. After one parallel load out the whole word of test response
will be loaded out from the output register and it will be come empty again
(reg-out-empty = ”1”).
It should be noticed that these two sets are equal. Both of them set registers in
the register mode. Just there are two different signal groups for these because
the input register and output register need to load in data and load out data at
different times. Therefore there should be two signals because there is only one
module that serves as input reg and output register.

5.6

Simulation results

The control part of the wrapper, which is the test block is designed completely in
VHDL. The design of test block is simulated by using a testbench. The testbench
is used to give virtual data and control signals as input to the test block, in order
to observe the outputs ans state of the test block at each time. If the test block
goes to correct state and generates correct outputs at each time, depending on the
input that the testbench provides for it. In order to show the correctness of the
designed test block, some of the simulation results are shown in what follows.
In this simulation, the length of the test pattern is considered to be 3 words and
the length of the scan chain is considered to be 5 words.
Figure 5.14 depicts the behavior of the test block in the beginning of test. During
reset, all signals and counters will be initialized to their initial value and state
machine will be in state S0. After reset, the state machine enters to state S1. It
stays in state S1, until the first words of test data will be on the test-data-in lines
and the signal valid-test-data becomes active for the first time. At this time test
block enters state S2. This is depicted by a red circle in the wave form.
In Figure 5.15, depicts the test block behavior while it is still in state S2. It is
depicted that test block state for 32 (equal to the length of one word) clock cycles
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Figure 5.14: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 1

in S2 to scan-in the test data word to the scan chain. After 32 clock cycles, since
the counter word-count-tp (that counts the number of words of test pattern that
has been inserted) is not equal to 326 , it means that there are still some words of
test pattern that should be received and scan-in to scan chain. At this point (it
is depicted with first red circle), if the valid-test-data signal is not active (which
means there is no new test data word ready), the state machine enters the wait
state S3. After receiving the first active valid-test-data, the test block enters S2 to
scan-in the new word of test pattern to scan chain (this is depicted by second red
circle.).
Figure 5.16, shows the time that the test block has scanned-in all the words in
of test pattern to scan chain. This can be denoted by looking at word-count-tp
counter that counts for words in test pattern. At this point it is equal to 3. However
the other counter that counts the number of words in scan chain that has become
full (count-word-sc), has not become its maximal value (5) yet. Therefore, the next
state will be S6.
In state S6, the state machine shifts the test data in the scan chain until the test
data reaches the end of scan chain and can be scanned-out in next clock cycle. For
this reason, in this example the state machine stay in S6 and shifts the content of
scan chain for 64 clock cycles. This is because we have inserted 3 words to scan
chain, while its length is 5 words. Therefore 2 last words of scan chain is empty
26

the considered length of test pattern in this simulation.
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Figure 5.15: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 1

Figure 5.16: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 1
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that is equal to 64 bits. When the count-scan-bits counter count to 64 and the
state machine is still in S6, the contents of the scan chain are at the end of scan
chain and are ready to be scanned-out in next clock cycle. Therefore at this point
the next state will be S4. This situation is shown in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 1

State S4 is the state for scanning-out the content of the scan chain to the output
register. Figure 5.18, depicts the time that the test block has scanned-out the first
word of scan chain to output register. At this point, the test block should wait
for an accept-test-response input from the the light NI. This is because the test
block should be sure that the first word of test response is received by the light
NI and now there is enough space in output register to scan-out the second word
from scan chain. While the state machine is waiting for the accept-test-response
to become active, it is in state S5 (this is shown by first red circle). In state S5,
with receiving an active accept-test-response, in next clock cycle the test block will
enter again to S4 to scan out the next word of test response from scan chain.
Figure 5.19 depicts the time that the test block has scanned out all the test response
words from the scan chain. This can be denoted by looking at word-count-tp-out
that is equal to 3. At this point the next state will be state S8. State S8, is the
wait state to receive an active valid-test-data signal for the test data that should
be inserted to scan chain for initializing the router in second phase of test. The
third red circle shows valid-test-data becomes active and the state machine will
enter to S9 to scan-in the initialization vector to scan chain.
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Figure 5.18: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 1

Figure 5.19: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 2

In Figure 5.20, the first red circle, shows the time that all of the words of initialization vector has scanned-in to the scan chain. This can be noticed by looking
at count-word-sc counter that has the value 5 at the end, therefore the next state
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after S9 is S11. At S11, the state machine is waiting to receive an active valid-testdata. This valid-test-data is for receiving the test word for testing combinational
logic part of router. At second red circle, the valid-test-data signal has become
active and state machine has entered state S12. In S12, the test data word will be
applied to one of the functional input ports of the router. After one clock cycle, At
S13, the test response of testing combinational part of router is received from one
of the functional output ports of the router and sent to the output register. For
scanning-out the content of scan chain to the output register, first the test block
should know that the previous test response word has been received by the light
NI or not. Therefore, at this point, the test block will enter state S14. At S14
it waits until it receives an accept-test-response signal. With receiving an active
accept-test-response, test block understands that the output register has become
empty. At this point, as depicted with the third red circle, it enters State 13 to
scan out the contents of scan chain.

Figure 5.20: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 2

Figure 5.21, shows the end of testing process. When all of the test response words
are scanned out from the scan chain in state S13, the test process is finished. This
can be noticed by looking at the value of count-word-sc counter which is equal to 5
at this point. At this point when state machine knows the test process is finished,
if it receives an active may-ready signal from the light NI, the output signal ready
becomes active. In this way the wrapper flags to the scheduler that the test of
corresponding router is finished. At the end of test process the state machine will
return to state S1.
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Figure 5.21: Behavior of state machine of test block in test phase 2
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6

Conclusion

In this project, an online-structural test method for NoC is explored. In the proposed method, routers of NoC were the targets to be tested. Online-structural test
is used to increase the reliability of the NoC. Although the elements of NoC have
been tested after manufacturing and before being used in practice, but still after
some time that element are they can get defected. Online-structural test help us
with detecting and recovering from these types of defect that can happen during
the time that NoC is in application.
In the explored method, the inherent hardware redundancy of the NoC is being
used. By taking advantage of router redundancy in the NoC, the routers that are
free and are not being used in providing connections between on-chip cores, are
being tested. This method makes it possible to test the routers of the NoC, while
the NoC is running its normal application.
In order to realize online-structural test of router, there is a need to two major
factors; A high-level scheduler and a wrapper design. The main contribution of
this project was:
(a) Defining the high level design of the scheduler.
(b) Designing the wrapper around the routers.
The key features of the designed wrapper are:
• The wrapper is designed in a way that the NoC can be reused as TAM in the
required test architecture and there is no need for extra channels as TAM.
• The wrapper is designed in a way that there is no need to change the router
architecture or NI architecture. However the interface of the router and the
packet format that is being used should be known to design this wrapper.
• The design is in a way that reusing NoC as TAM does not degrade the performance of the NoC. This is due to the fact that, in this method,test data
is being sent by BE connections. Therefore the GS connections are left to be
used in providing critical connections in SoC.
• There is no need to program the wrapper. Therefore there is no need for extra
dedicated channels to program the wrappers. The only extra hardware over
head is two lines that transfer function/test mode and ready signals to/from
the wrappers.
The wrapper is designed for the routers of AEthereal NoC.
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In order to achieve a complete practical test system for doing online-structural test
on the routers, there are still number of issues that needs more research in the
future. These items are:
• What kind of on-chip TPG and TRA can be used in order to be efficient in
terms of cost, test time and fault-coverage;
• Defining a scheduling algorithm in high-level scheduler that trades-off between
the performance of the NoC and test time;
• How to make the design of the wrapper more modular that does not depend
on a NoC characteristics;
• How should the wrapper design change in order to be able to test multiple
routers at the same time;
• If it is efficient to use GS connections to transfer the test data in NoC and
how should the wrapper design change for this;
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Test block control signal figures

A
• In Figure A.1, the way test block and light NI are communicating via handshake signals is depicted. Whenever light NI has a test message ready to be
sent to test block, the valid-test-data signal becomes active, and when ever
the test block accepts the test data, it activates accept-test-data in response.
When a test response message is ready to be sent to light NI to get packetized, the test block activates the valid-test-response signal and when light NI
accepts the message it activates the accept-test-response in response.

Figure A.1: Test block interacting with light NI
• Figure A.2 shows the data and control lines between test block and input
register. Test block By activating different control signals (serial-out, load-ininputreg) at different phases of test, produces parallel or serial output from
the input register.
• Figure A.3, depicts the data and control lines between test block and output
register. By activating control signals by test block the input of output register
can be either parallel or serial. This depends on different phases of test.
• In Figure A.4, two control signals sent by the test block to router-under-test.
Hold signal is used to hold the clock of router and scan-enable signal is used
to enable the scan mode of internal flip-flops of router and create the scan
chains in the router.
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Figure A.2: Test block interacting with input register

Figure A.3: Test block interacting with output register

Figure A.4: Test block interacting with router-under-test

state transition figures

B
• Figure B.1 shows the situation in test block that the state machine is in scanin state (S2) and the scan chain in full. At this point if the test pattern words
that should be scanned-in to scan chain are completed, the state machine
enters to state S4 (scan-out state). Otherwise, if test pattern is not completed
yet, the state machine enters to S7, which waits to receive the next test pattern
word in input register and then enters S4.

Figure B.1: Transition between S2 and S4 or S7
• Figure B.2 depicts situation that state machine is in state S2, while the scan
chain is not full yet. At this situation if the test pattern is completed the
state machine has to enter S6. In S6 the contents of scan chain will be shifted
toward the end of scan chain. If the test pattern is not completed yet, the
state machine enters state S3. In S3, it waits to receive the next word of test
pattern.
• Figure B.3 illustrate a situation that the state machine is in scan-out state
(S4), and all input register, output register and scan chain are full. In this
situation, if the test pattern in finished, the next state will be state S5. In S5
113
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Figure B.2: Transition between S2 and S3 or S6

the state machine waits for light NI to receive the test response word that is
in output register, so the output register becomes empty and the rest of test
response get loaded out. However, if the test pattern is not finished yet, the
state machine will enter state S7.

Figure B.3: Transition between S4 and S5 or S7
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• Figure B.4 shows, the second phase of testing the router. The scan chain of the
router is full which means the internal flip-flops of the router are initialized.
When the test pattern word is received, the state machine will transit to state
S12. In S12 the parallel data will be applied to functional input of the router.

Figure B.4: Transition between S11 and S12

• In Figure B.5, state machine is in state S12. After one clock cycle that the test
data is applied to the combinational part of the router, the test response will
be ready in one of the functional outputs of the router and stored in output
register.
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Figure B.5: Transition between S12 and S13

